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I was a pe- ‘matter peculiarly ridiculous in his missive to indicate a passe attemptat hi-

a greater, rather thana less.

OF MUSIO.—P. P. BLISS.
BY C. Ho GURNEY.

CHICAGO, JANUARY 17, 1877.

NEWSPAPER,

RELIG

WEEKLY

ridicule, and leaving him practically disnature of man, living as a companion of dred times afterward; all the time knows qualified for further
advancement in pubhis better and purer self, ministering to ‘ing that I could not,in all probability, live lic life. Neverthe
lefs,
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The Fornn
LISTENING.

1 have heard—I don’t know whether
Wide awake or fast asleep—
That the stars once sang together
To some shepherds tending sheep.
So, at night, when they are glistening,
Just before I close my eyes, -.
" I'look up, and keep a-listening
For the music from the skies.
And the stars shine out so brightly,
That I can not think but they,

delight.

viting to paths of purity, giving joy and

more

PASSIVE PIETY.

ries of the distant past, once again re-

A. L. HOUGHTON.

REV,

An estimable Christian lady, for many
years a bright and shining light in’ the
community where she lived, was accustomedsto express her greatest desire and
highest aim by saying —*¢ I want to lie
perfectly passive in the hands of God.”
The submission to the divine will, impliedin these words, is very essential to

>

a benefactor ef his

and truly becomes

———foepthe-negntive-injanetions-of-thelaw.
disobeying

~ people are so troubled about

God. that they can not give their energies
to the real

How

him.

work of obeying

many such people have we known—good,
puré, well-meaning souls, with whom
the world finds littte fault, who have no
enemies, and little real influence !
The first step with Christ is submission, but to stop here is to dwarf one's
religious life in its infancy. Our will is
to be God's will, but itis to be positive
and resolute.. The Bible teaches us that
we have something to do in the work of
saving our souls and molding our characters. God does. not do it all, even
As
though we are willing to let him.
Paul wrote to the Philippians, ‘* Work
out your own salvation with fear and
trembling ; for it is God which worketh

comes from working, with the consciousness of God's presence within.
Paul to say, ‘ I can do all things through

It leds:

Christ which strengtheneth me.”
A passive piety makes our souls mere
spiritual machines, run by divine power,
having ne positive character or efficienty

.of ther own.” The New Testament pictures a piety which is more than negation,
which

positive, active, and enthusiastic.

such a piety

specially

is

Is not

demanded at the

present time ? Our age is a positive one,

and the influences which are to mold it
must ha positive also.
times pray

: Christians

some-

God ta panr ont his Spirit.and

revive the church,and conyert men; and
then sit down as if they were waiting for
himto come, in some irresistible influx
of power, to revolutionize society.
The

teaching of the gospel is that God is alWe
ways ready to help and save men.

never need: wait for kim.

His spirit is

things are

already poured out {*all

pre-

pared, and the demand is for earnest men

and women who

will be

workers

to-

Evil abounds, and
gether with God.”
sin is rampant, - society is loaded with

abuses, and many are the ways that lead

down to death’; the brilliant saloon and
the social glass lure the unwary into

' peals, and not a few are deceived by their
sophistries: Shall the church be content with a negative goodness, a mere
passive piety ? Shall she not rather demand positive character, strong convic-

_ tions, warm hearts, and ready hynds Pur
. . . . Men
Su givgusmen!
' who
§ opinions, and a will!”
i“

is distinctly heard, the peculiar gratifica-

soul hasbeen feasted. Such is

try of musie.

It is not too much to say that Bliss, by
the peculiar music he has produced,sung,
as it is, by juvenile voices from genera
tion to generation, can never be forgotten.In the music he has written, in

the songs he hds given. the children to

the

sing, he lives and will live when

most enduring work of . man’s hand shall
have been long covered in oblivion. His

choir

telling

that

¢ Josus

longas pure music
home

of

culture

loves

me,”

finds a place

and

in

ty.

prison for
Kentucky.

Wit here,he will be officially received by.
the President,and the programme includes a State Dinner, a reception by Secretary
Fish,and alarge ball to be given inhis honor

by the citizens of Washington, if the Duke.
can be prevailed upon to stay long enough.

to make his acceptance of the invitation .
possible, Itis believed in official circles-.

here that the Russian fleet will winter at

Hampton Roads, and not at PortRoyal,
as has been stated in the papers, because *

Payne, Victor Hugo,

the former place, with a climate equallywild, offers many advantages which tie"
latter does not possess.
S.P.
EE

for

insists

Dr. Reynolds

PERSONAL.

on the

judicial and other -demagogues who,
through sympathy or policy, pander to

The like may
this sort of democracy.
pe said of Mr. Bergh, the protector of

of the

ine-

Christ as th® only

salvation

experience has tahdht
power” is very little

heard of in

societies

the

he

t

forms,

‘ance work, that we publish this personal
sketch, given by himself at the request of

It is taken
;

your

questions, I

NEW

in

contact with Dr. Reynolds, in his temper-

4 In reply to

more

blessed ' than

=.

DR. HENRY A. REYNOLDS.

Miss Frances E.. Willard.

even

the

past.

come

would

L

Oo

YORK OORRESPONDENOE.
3

New

York, Jan, 13, 1877.

CONFLICT? OF LAW AND LAWLESSNESS.
The prompt proceedings of the Grand
Jury in the May-Benpett duel affair are
partially re-assuring to t* alarm which

and even Christian ministers, who were
not born in the South, to be so virulently

affected with it by nature ‘as to give their
votes and influence zealously for the
party to which vested iniquities are sacred rights.

FELT
Ly rmmARy)?
:
Tennyson's Harold which Messrs. J.
R. Osgood & Co., issued fram their own

plates within twenty-four hours after the
| receipt of the copy from. England, is said

| By the crities to be a success both as liter-

Capt.

.| twenty years, thé last six of those yearsto
ie
>

|

|

the challenged party appealed

publi¢ of “more culture

iis

Boyton

is

traveling

CHARLES DUDLEY WARNER
as

‘in

slowly

4)

If this is ‘not altogether a mistaken im-

pression, of what value is the verdict of
even the London audience on a first-clags:

tragedy?

White

in the current Galaxy, remarks the
oo

iy

:

:

.
ow Sy

-

2%

self-pos.

hers

eye-glasses.”

:

- PROF. BENJAMIN JowgrT, who was madéin 1855, ow
professor of Greek at Oxford
the recommendation of Lord Palmerston,

5

and elected Master of Baliol College, in
1871, has the pleasant custom of gathering
about him,

The Bennett duel,

on Sundays,

whatever

people.

of distinction he knows.
Dr. T, W. PArsONS, the ‘poet and trans--—literary.
lator of Dante, is one of. the. few

in which Mr.’

zenana work here in Midmapore; so: I-feel in / ¢
duty bound to give, you. some report of. our
doings.
During the month of Aug., 108 pupils have been under
in-truction in 42 houses,

to have been pressed into service for the
occasion; and mingled with stylish ¢ cut-

ters” were hogsheads sawed in half,
goods boxes on runners,

crockery

dry-

Fifteen teachers have been employed,

crates,

warrant—the other cart and ‘bullocks. whicfiy
have for
a long time beén' laid aside. A few!

themasks were, of course,
many public
characters, conspicuous among whom were

General Butler, President Grant, Secretary Fish, and Mr. Crouin, the Oregon
elector.
:
:

As the 14th of February—the
counting the votes—draws

day for

neater, anxiety

as to what the final result will be increases, and, especially in the Government

and one

covered carriage with a horse and one with a
pony, one coveredinative cart, and ‘in the last
part of the month—though the means did nat

pine logs, dnd wash boilers.
Surely, such
a medley of vehicles for the propulsion of
man the world never saw before ! Among

De-

which, since the: resig-

nation of Comore Buell, is left withMany names are
out. an officigl¢chead.
mentioned for the successorship, among

words about the teachers.
Four of them are
good. girls from Miss Crawford’s school. Mary
Davis is among them, a tyinm smartilittle body
as any one would care to see; and so is Mrs.
Annie Sen, a high caste native Christian woman whom I got down from Calcutta.
She has
been educated in English, and so is prepared
to teach the few native ladies’ who wish to
learn that language.
There are five studyin
it. She teaches also other houses.
When
took charge of this work in March last, therewere so many calls from
high caste houses, .
that the. lower classes, who had been taught
before, were neglected, for we had not means
enough for both.
Within a few weeks, two .
teachers have been sent among them, and new

a good niany of those old houses are taven up
again. . . Your sister in Christian work.—
8. P. Bs
.
;
Under date of Nov, 7, 1876, Mrs. B. joyfully .
acknowledges the reception

tion for the Midnapore

of the

appropria-

egos ‘work made

{ 1ast June by the ‘Woiian’s Missionary Society,

which, she says, gave them a * bound out of
their trouble,” She adds: “ In my distress, I °
aAmong the bills recently introduced in’ | cried to'the Woman’s Miss. Society. I had a
that something besides the sound. of
Congress is one which, as if is, non-politi- feeling
appropriations would reach us, and T was not
cal in character, is apt to escape general

vania.

:

publishers
interested;

“attention just now except from
who are directly
and other§

Mr.

Seeley’s.

Bill

to

abolish ‘the import

provides,

duty on books,’ &c., which

in

brief, that on and after April 1st,1877, no
import duty shall be levied or collected on
i

aX
A

is described

soft-voiced,

¢t guthorish” look as he strokes his irom
gray beard ang looks inquiripgly over his -

wil doubtless combine to make a
What probability is there that / and
stout resistance to its passage.
F refer to

2d)

easy-mannered,

sessed and quick-witted, with a very

York. But I presume the
e ‘them Congressman--McDougall, of New
there-as-here;|
the same o-b
t-t
fac
general
that nothing less than Shakespeare's York, and Mr./ Leonard Myers, of Pennsyl-

to the courts, in disregard of the higher-. Hamlet or King Lear, if new froma new
lawof lawlessness, Gen. Barlow protested dramatic poet,would be accepted as sucthat he meant the whole thing as a joke ; spesful plays, to-day? Mr. Richard Grant

and it is! also true that there was enough

$30,000

%

the Patent Offigg,

Commonwealth by sending a challenge transcendent fame suffices to secure a
to another lawyer, with whom he hada small and infrequent audience fot the
quarrel, in the worst style of the old-time representations of his immortal works.

that when

British Minis-

receives

through Italy, stopping as he goes to give

public did not accept and adopt it. . Probably London has, for several reasons,

cess, because the London theater-going

eral of the State, disgraced himself and

southern bully-gentleman : i. e., the optional style, of a regular duel or street
shooting affair ‘“on sight.” It is true

re-

gold annually, and has his rent free.

Partments, there prevails a feeling of disquietude and uneasiness that is very apparent. This is particularly the case in

eight years of age.
(By the way, I call
cider ¢ the Devil’s kindling wood.”) Next
I used to drink native wines, then ale and

Gen. F.C. Barlow, late Attorney Gen-

country,

loved
:

SiR EDWARD THORNTON,
ter to this

ature and drama. On the same authority
we are told that Queen Mary is not a suc-

are calculated to excite. Afew days ago, than New

stronger drinks, - at

of their

strong for law in this as in ‘so many other
‘directions. It is an inherited "disease in
many persons. 1 have known good men

strong drink. This I began to strengthen
by drinking first, cider, then less ‘than

then

the

Duncan,

to. justice, it
crime, are never brought,
will be because -this pagan-democratic

gay thut I had an inherited appetite
for periodical outbreaks of lawless ** honer”’ a theater-going

lager beer, and

of Captain

sentiment, intolerance of restraint, is too

of

religion

but

men in this country who are not. forced to.
He.
write constantly for bread and butter.
May, who is well known here in Washing.inherited a handsome fortane from his’
death
the
s,
principal
the
ton, was one of
He, too, ouce
rob- father, who was a dentist.
of Vanderbilt, the recent Treasury
his proféssion sevgave-up
but
practiced,
on
ting
mass-mee
bery, the . Democratic
eral years ago. He is a very shy man and’
Monday last, the Louisiana imbroglio, and
rarely seen in society.
uke
Grand-D
the promised arrival of the
Mn. FAWCE®T, the blind member of the
Alexis have furnished topics of conversaof
soirees,
and
British Parliament, is now 44 years old,
tion at the dinner parties
which the week has been so prolific... I and during his whole public career has had
should mention, as another event quite
to contend with an affliction which would
unusual in this latitude, and, therefore, have reduced most men to utter inaction.
hailed with more than ordinary delight, ‘He lost his sight when 23. . He now rows;
the sleighing carnival which came off on rides, fishes, skates, and preserves his =
Pennsylvania Avenue on Saturday last.
good temper under the most trying circums
The rain and sleet notwithstanding, it was stances, and thereis. no member who will
a grand success, and as grotesque as it sooner recognize a:speaker by face than he
was grand.
The last carnival Washington
:
will by voice.
saw was in 1871, when the new pavement
.
et
on the avenue was inaugurated by a simWOMAN'S MISSION
WORK.
ilar popular demonstration; but then the
The
following
report
from
Mrs
Bacheler;
¢« peautiful snow” did not lend enchantwritten in Sept.,was received too late for its prement (and slush) to the scene.
Last Satsentation at the Society’s anniversary,but the
urday, the masks appeared in sleighs and
delay will not detract from its interest. It
substitutes for sleighs of all conceivable
is addressed to the Woman’s Mission Seciety :
kind, everything that was capable. of hav¢ You'have voted some ameney (which wé
ing a horse or mule hitched to it seemed
have not yet received), to. help carry on the °

Mitically.

Anmanufacture and vend obscenity.
thony Comstock, whose society held its
public anniversary last night, meets with
effective obstruction in restraining the
lascivious-literature business, only from

¢ To the wot
God’s power is magnified.
and the testimony” is his watchword, and

Sa A

have

‘‘shang-haeing”

Southern
been the
sustained
dueling,

and even the unacknowledged right to

¢

it is said that he

hated theology and botany,
ligion and flowers.

WASHINGTON; D. C.; Jan. 10, 1877.
The week just past has been one of considerable excitement, socially and po-

sailors, cruelty to children ' and “animals,

His own
briate.
¢ Will
him that.

fature be

So many of our readers

liquor-selling,

lawless

to be

me

writing about myself.”
Miss Willard -adds:

6:

FERIA Shek hot Salers U2 Er 1 SP Nl

This has always

been the essential principle of
politics and morals, and this has
element everywhere which ‘has
slavery, secession, bulldozing,

cause Bliss has lived, our lives are made
purer, our ~Stay on-earth happier, and he always comes before his audience with
our appreciation of the joys of heaven an open Bible. May he grow in faith, in
will be more perfect.
i
| gentleness, and in humility—so shall his
Villisca, Ia., Jan.

intolerance of restraint.

nets, Mr. May, and the abettors

story is, it’s new business

.ee. opo»:\\h\)&abh

Of GEORGE DAWSON

WASHINGTON 0ORRESPONDENCE.

still seem to gravitate toward a democracy of the pagan type, the savage man’s

of meet-

“

AT EAR LE
TRI
on-—its:
:
;
OY OW BY SIONS THEIIVarS Daly)
oftics in. Wall CRI
ter
& Enguirer
often devoting the proceeds to the poor.
Seward, put dueling 8nd | in the Cour

will this do ? If net, ask me anything else
The ameunt of the
you wish to know.

Be-

other lives,

.- forms ours.

.tried

champion of the poor sailor, of Captain
ifuted
self-const
become
really
Cotter in Brooklyn and Mr. Mundy in
These men
missionaries, and go to work, which helps New York, who are striving to enforce
Now | the liquor license laws,—and if Mr. Bensave others as well as themselves.

the

refinement.

thought this necessary to their proper .entertainment. "I have really been a ‘drinking man to a greater or less, extent, for

transand s
. 88 the divine Spirit warm

case,

Webb

dumb animals,

so

and lives

less energy, shall transform

in a like

ings, I get together what of the above
named material I can, and organize a club.

he will live so long as yopthful voices
join in the songs of the Sabbath school, so
long as age loves to listen to the infant

house, and treated all friends who
called either in my office or at home, for I

which, by a holy attraction - and a rest-

ple, rand at the close of a series

remain to tell of what h® has done, yet |

ple with it, hearts which shall burn oie?keeping
Se
hearts,

that are

It is: but a genuine and patural symptom of the unapproachable rank of the A¢lantic among American magazines, that a
complete index to its first’ quarter-century or so of articles is in demand and supply, and excites so general an interest as
an independent publication, outside ofthe
comparatively small number of people
who keep bound sets.
The classification
by authors, collecting all the contributions of each in his own alphabetical place,
will be ef the three departments the ome
I’ well remost generally referred to.

nloral and humane elements of government, about half of the American people

much of the success
doubtless to be attributed to the recogniIbegin by talking
tion of this principle.
to audiences made up of all kinds of peo-

cenotaph

carved

‘no

unknown,

burial-

obscure, his

be

birth-place ‘may

place

Give us courageto- face evil, and grap-

other

Editor
Watson

was

to houses

ete.

3

P

time passed out into the ‘Peace which
passeth all understanding,” and have remained there only getting happier and happier, all the time, until now I am the happiest man in the world ! God has wonderfully blessed me in every way since then,

chorus of voices

the suggestion of a first-class physician.
Then I drank at parties, weddings, danc, ete. _I'had liquors on my table while

into

like John Howard

That example, although the offender was

asked me to leave off that day, and to ask
God to take the appetite away from me;

seems the echo to some angelic choir,

then it deepens and the

paths of vice; infidelity and false philos- Jfrgm Oup Union :
' ophy are loud and eloquent. in their- ap-

impress

here the latter part of the week. ' The
Johnson House, adjoining the Arlington...

words,

Governor
sit in the temple reared by man and conring-striped regimentals too alarmingly
street. Richard Grant White, then musecrated to the worship of his Maker; as /and don’t you remember that we all knelf
close
together
for
gentlemen
of
martial
sical and dramatlc critic for the paper,
the organ pours forth its notes of mélody, down, two ministers, four temperance
the
keep
to
sufficed
has
and
aspirations,
was in the editors’ room, and ‘aking up
giving richness and harmony to the women, Frank Murphy and I, and you w !
temtolerable
a
to
down
flaod
the mew maguzine and: holding off the
dajviees
|
prayed
for
me
and
I
asked
God
to
ta
song of praise, how. the heart swells in
of
gentleman
would-be
‘the
in
cover title-page for a good critical squint
perature
love to the God of heaven! - When the away the appetite for tobacco,that I might honor, ‘for nearly thirty years.
servhis
two or three successive angles sentenin
dt
workman
stronger
a
become
shades of evening gather around, as we
This conflict of law and lawlessness tiously concluded: ‘ That, looks like
instantly, there and
it,
did
he
And
vice?
walk forth beneath the starry heavens,
presents to day a variety of phases, politi- slive’.” And so it did—and long may it.
then, since which time I hayenever known
when all nature is hushed, from afar,
neithef cal and civil; in all of which the rebels
Vibr.
was to want any tobacco,
it
what
~
borne gently on the “evening air, there
I missed it, any more than if I had find a large and well defined class of symhave
comes the sound of music; as at first it
A on on og
After all our progress in the
never used it. More than that. I at that pathizers:”

There is no higher earthly joy than

more than submission, a piety

James

and sentenced: to the §tate
fighting Tom Marshall of

tion experienced we can not describe,
and we long linger, listening to catch the
last faint note as farther and farther
away it at last dies in the distance.
and what has been acconiplished has been
At midnight hour, when silence veils done by Him, through one of his most inthe earth, as"we slumber upon our couch- significant instruments:
« You ask about my methods. I orgasin you,” 80 We are exhorted to-day to. es, there come to us sweet strains of
choicest music; fond voices of loved
ize Reform clubs made up wholly of men
work that we may win.
Does not this’
gone to that Happy _who have been mederate or immoderafe
language of the apostle express the friends long since
Land greet us once again. The raptures drinkers. For I believe there is & sym.
whole matter most beautifully ? God
such an hour human tongue can never pathy existing between men who hae
works in us by his Spirit, to cleanse, and of
tell. When the morning. dawns, when been drinkers, that can not exist he
strengthen, and inspire; and as we reconsciousness returns and we know it tween ome who has and one whe
. ceive the inward graece,we are to work it
was bf a dream of the night, yet the has not been a drinking man, and
eut in lovingg, earnest, enthusiastic servthe minisof the movement- is

ice.

previous

when

dent of the W. T. U.,of New York City,

When the holy Sabbath comes, and we

is the great struggle of many lives which
must be admitted to: be Christian. These

the

Presi-

Brown,

E.

- Mrs. Helen

order

in New -

pleasure by all who met him, is ‘expected

recompense mostly out of the alternated
‘plays of popular second rate dramatists

National

sive to you ? T'was not smoking then, but.
the perfume of my last cigar still hung
about me.

his

of an

commanding

Orleans, to preserve the peace, no, steps. had been taken to interfere.
z
The Grand Duke Alexis, whose last:
visit to Washington is remembered with

ous tragedy of King Lear, being greeted
by the least number with the least fervor.
I judge that he must get his pecuniary

he Herald ignoresthe whole matter as if

remember my asking youin the Executive
offen
was
Committee room, if smoking

:

the Cabinet, and the issuance

rank of the respective plays; his mar“velous performance of the most marvel-

concerned. It is to bé hoped that they
Christian Temperance Camp Meeting, . at will do their duty thoroughly, and: that
Don’t you ‘an. example may be made like that of
01d Orchard, in August, 1875.
clear, until.I went to the

:

to General Augur,

graduated accurately and inverselyby the

proprietor. - Young Mr. Bennett chose a
less dignified and sensible course, and

matter witha view to theindictment of all

was

and

.

sensation in spectacle, senti-|.

pearein New York,

occasion

trying

become

first to be
race, Among the® names
ed as having performed such a
mention
Christian character, but is it, after all,
work is. that of Prof. P. I. Bliss. The
the perfection of that character or the obWherever
name needs not a repetition.
highest
the
this
Is
n
?
ject of true ambitio
ated
and
known
is
he
appreci
is
musié¢
type of Christian-living P That it is a very
renders
ever
song
service
the
and
loved,
nt
_ prevale type is not denied.
To dvoid
for- us is fragrant incense te his memdoing evil, to refrain from actual sin, to.
ory...

an extra

as best IT knew haw, to be one, but did not

to be a Christian,

for its passage,
." The news. fr

ciation of Shakespeare's great situations,
combined with dramatic genius and art

Had

it had been a nigger massacre. Next came
the duel—bloodless of course, somewhere
between Delaware and, Maryland, and
now the Grand Jury is inquiring into the

wifnted

ready hav e, adds to the happiness of man

to predict

mentor comedy.

of profit and notoriety to the cow-hided

before breakfast, and so on—in fact, I
smoked about seventeen hours out of the
all this, I
Well, besides
twenty-four.

renflering purer those we al-

musidand

an extra Herald and

cigar

a

trashy

:

it been the elder Bennett, as several
instances of the same kind in his career
assure us, the result would have been

Godliness.’

took

up in the night and smoked,

Ssem to be pleased with nothing better

instantly

whipping to a clinch and scuffle.

from time to time, for I did love it—would
leave the tablé hungry to get my pipe, got

vived, give cheer and hope in the severest trials that eome to human hearts.
He who ministers to this universal desire in the heart of man, giving in¢reased
richness and variety to the selections of

in-

‘that it will be made the subject of some animated-discussion when it shall come up

‘than second class drama, and can not be!
got out in force by anything above a

sions followed, from both sides and the
middle, ranging all the way from a Horse-

Well, I concluded to leave it off at whatever sacrifice, for the sake of being able to
do more for the poor dear fellows whom
But I deferred it
I was trying to rescue.

friend. The weary, lonely hofgl are made
to pass quickly, and the cherished memaq-

brother

importation would

sought and assaulted the offender with not one syllable of which ever escapes Hotel, has been set aside for himself and =
a whip.I"A medley of contradictory ver- the attentive ear. He is playing Shakes- | suite, consisting of seventeen persons.

This passage ca

to me, ¢ Cleanliness is next to

Her

and

in Congress as to whether this Bill ought -

this country, the theater-going public

and minutely articulate as of

upon it.

this

to pass, or not, andit is safe

In

put

great over those I wished to persuade from
drinking as it would be if I was more

the purest joys of earth. To old age it
com¢s & sweet solace, a ¢. orter, a

Nicholas.

o-0- 0-0
90

BY

the daily burdens of

borne

care and responsibility, and lends unalloyed satisfactionin the™participation of nearly a clean man.

WIR repeat ibe heavenly lay.
—8t.

easily

than of old.

of the first rank. His enunciation of the
meaning of his great master is as faith(ully

leader in such a cause, to smoke or chew
was not as
tobacco, and that my influence

inspires courage for nobler effort, makes

and morally fastidious

ed to repudiate the young lady in the
most humiliating
fashion he
could

ent for a man who was looked uponas a

To manhood it

of virtue and innocence.

and used

it occurred to me that it was not consist.

twining around the heart, leads to ways

presume that

‘even in a good measure more religious

on a certain morning of last week. So
runs the story, at least; as if he intend-

Legh

it for months after I left off drinking, but

happiness for the passing hour, and, en-

While I listen to them nightly,
:

and fresh
Temperance Women of America.
To youth it sweetly speaks, in- _ “ Lwas also a slave to tobacco,

upon ‘the ear with ever new

England,

shotild the dutybe abolished; it is fair to

Edwin Booth is coniarly offensivefmanner of absenting him- fessedly oneof the great tragedians of the
self, without so much as a nétice, from, world : of the purest taste, the deepest
the véry appointment for the marriage] study, and the most penetrating appre-

the

the burning,’ through

United States, chiefly from

tellectuality has grown more serious, and

sports”

give the same painful testimony that so
many do, that no one asked me to turn

might have been so.
| experiences ; yet it touches the soul, the vation from a drunkard’s grave, to the
higher nature of each. The ministra- Woman's Temperance Crusade, or, rather,
tions ‘of music are always welcome, I considermyself a * brand plucked from
and again and again the #~me strains fall
prayers of the

JANUARY 17, 1877.

WEDNESDAY,

apt to do, by a brace of young

to

obliged

I am

how to rid myself of it.

three million dollars worth of-<hooks and
engravings are annually imported into the

crease at- least threefold, if not mores.
class now frequent the theater much. InThere is considerable division of feeling,

who have decidedly. bettered the instructhe uncultivated and the refined each’
tion in folly and crime. Mr. James Gorfeels himself affected as notes of harmodon Bennett, whose marriage engageing
encourag
an
said
or
leaf,
new
a
over
gives
ny fall upon the ear, and gladly
ment
with Miss Edith May. (the young
and
try
to
me
of urging
audience asto an angel of good. Te .one word in the way had some kind friend lady barely rescued from Mr. Garner's
life;
sober
a
live
there may be a richness and melody the
. Mohawk, last “surmer)
shown me the way out, or whispered i | sunken yaeht,
other does not hear, a harmony but one
I
h
a
s
been
so
long
talked about—
man,
better
a
be
could
I
that
my ear
can appreciate, an ' inspiration but one
I attribute, my sal: to have seis) promise in Sy

Til.
Chicago,

Madisof St.,

ren

the civilized, the ignorant and the learned,

maps, or charts brought from other coun-:
tries into the United States. Upwards of’

Certainly a very moderate minerity of that

diate imitation, as bad examples are so

my appetite, and actually did not know

The savage and

is the love of music.

Rev. A. H.

it has found imme-

through another attack.’ I was a slave to

heart,

the innate longings of an aspiring

books, periodicals, pamphlets, engravings,

wonderful superiority of the Elizabethan over the modern audience, in apPossipreciation .of dramatic genius.
bly this is due in par to the modern
rise of books and decline of the stage as
vehicles of literature and of anfusement
among the cultivated part of mankind.

riodical drunkard fro necessity, as I
could not drink all the time. I had deliri-

mor ag imbecile as it ‘would have been in
;
©
um tremens, and suffered the torments of the serious aspect.
" 'yssuEDp BY THE
;
That affair “happily
is
respects,
Human nature, in certaih
lost, but for all that I brought myself | ended in covering the chief
actor with
Froowill Baptist Printing Establishment. | everywhere the same. Inherent in the the
hun.
a
to the verge of the same suffering,
A
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Th

x

mistakeiisyou havesent relief. « . Our regular monthly income for this work is now $44,
our expenditure
$61.

So you seé our exp nses

are still beyond our income.

Once in a while,

Iget a donation. Last

mouth,

writing
the above, must:

have

Heyschel sent me $35.”

Sir William

Mrs. Br, soon after
learned

futher appropriation of the Board

meeting,

ET,

at

of the.

its ‘Oct.

+
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ELIJAH

GoLpEN

BY

see

THE

Text:

PROF.

J. A. HOWE.

Lesson

Papers.)

TISHBITE.

In famine he shall

1 Kings

&

8,9.

Notes and Hints.
of Samuel,

years

pleted his ministry.

who

before,

may

denote

parentse or may

the

denote

the man by the age.

piety

the

it is called Sarepta.

of

It was common, an-.

have contained Jews among

within the

ciently, for a man thus to receive a char
acteristic mame, Heseems'to have had
some connection with the schools of the

its

Aborigines

to

hia

character as

Re-

former is a feat too perilous for the truth
to undertake.
(3) The location in Gilead
of Tishbeh or Tishbe has not been discoyered. The two words vendered ** Tish-

bite” and ¢¢ inhabitants™are in the original (setting aside the vowel

points) ex-

actly alike, and it is scarcely

conceivable

. tha the writer could intend by them’two
The meaning
. entirely distinct things.
@onsequently must either be “* Elijah the
stranger, of thesstrangers

~more probably,
bite of Gilead.”
herited a good
lies east of the

Dead

Sea.

of Gilead,”

or

Elijah the Tishbite,of TishSpeakers Com. (4)Gad intract of this country. It
Jordan, and, north of the

In

its topography it is

mountainous and hence the region was
Sometimes called Mount Gilead.
The
i
signifies ¢ a rocky region,” while
Bashan, lying north, is by

trast with

name

in

con-

it—meaning * * level, fertile

tract.” Gilead extended about 60 miles between the Dead Séa and Sea of Galilee, and
averaged about .20- miles in width. = It
was rich in pasture lands and forests, and
. so was desired for their flocks by the
tribes possessing it.
Elijah was then,
probably, of one of those tribes. _(5) Elijah said té Ahab;

“ as

the Lord

God

of

Israel liveth before whom I stand.” How
much more exfiressive ‘the true reading of
the_ Hebrew, He

Israel liveth.”

The

Jelovah

God

of

Tanguage which the

prophet used asserted - a’ truth which
Aha) had wroaged, that Jehovah was'the
Snes

~God

%

~

was recognized amid

citizens.

“¢ before whom

I stand,”

may

mean

to Ahab an Israelite, that

oa

Jehovah select-

whom I wait; for attendants at court
stood in the presence of their king; orit
may mean *¢ before that invisible but om-

ed this woman

nipresent God in whose

and hearts as hers we always find piety in
the earth. Hence the weight of reasons

sight all our

are done! Such language invokes
witness, since he is present,

acts

God to

to.what

is

said, and if it be said falsely, to judge the
speaker accordingly.

(6) ¢ Dew” serves

nearly as useful an influence in
as the rain.
Vegetation there

the East
demands

both.
Elijah having power to prevent
eith r proposes now to use it. This power, James says, was given in answer to
prayer; ‘‘‘he prayed earnestly that it
might not rain.” Before this time then
he had prayed for this power, or else,
having gained of God other requests, had
faith ‘that God would hear him pray
against dew or rain.
2—6. (1) How ‘* the word of the Lord”
came to Elijah and to the other prophets
must be learned from a. study of their

history.

Sometimes

by dreams,

some-

times
by
angels,
sometimes
by
hints and revelations to the soul, sometimes by voices addressed to the ear
God spake to his servants. In the abserce
of any statement
of the manner of the
way, in any specific case, it is wise to
think the most common mode, that by
:suggestion to the soul, was employed. (2)
¢¢ The brook Cherith” is as unknown to

us as it was as the hiding place of Elijah
to Abab. « Which side of the Jordan
brook was can not be known.

»a rugged ravine through which
flows to the Jordan,

has,

on

this

The Kelt,

a stream
account

of

‘natural features, suiting it to be a hiding
place, its precipitous sides of naked lime-

stone being here and%there _pierced_with
«caves and retreats, been seiected as
‘the probable spot of concealment. - This

of un-

creed,

and

Jews

and

Pagans,

In this creed baptism meant widerdon:

and was
pouring
quities,”

practiced before sprinkling or
(see Riddle’s * Church Anti442).
It also meant (1)

‘pan that of ¢ ravens.”

of the

Jordan,

Others say

that,

which either hand may point with, pleasure, when the hour striketh ?

ee

‘THE

A

Ap

CHRISTIAN

IN TURKEY.

to support

his

prophet,

that ipany in Israel had not * bowed the
knee to Baal,” and that in just such homes

makes her a worshiper of Jehovah.
(4)
‘The ** barrel” was an earthen jar similar

in structure to those which

and Japan

Egypt, China

exhibited at the - Centennial.

The * cruse” was a small pitcher or bottle. The * oil” was olive oil, 3. Syrian
sufbstitute for butter.

13—16. Tue MIRACULOUS

MeAL AND

Om.

(1)

SUPPLY

Elijah

OF

answered

that if she did as he asked,she should use
without consumption her meal and oil.
(2)Hence,it was not so much the widow
as God himself who sustained Elijah at
her house. She gave him'a safe retreat
from his enemies, but,as by the brook, so

here, God fed his servant.
(3) It wasa
marvelous thing that was promised. All
miracles of the Bible do not, with equal
wonder, strike the reader.

This is one of

the most impressive.
That meal could
be so multiplied, that oil be used without
diminution of the amount, so contravenes

all experience and common laws that all
see at once the necessity of that mysteri-

ous activity of God by which alohe miracles come to pass.
Here God works with
creative energy, a work to him’ then no
more difficult than. at the first creation.
Here, too, God works for an end that ex-

plains his working, viz., to preserve,

at

this juncture of his cause, this Protestan
and Reformer who was to save the faith
of Israel, and indirectly of Judah, (4)
Elijah sought of her a test of her faith’
in requiring her to * first” provide for
bis bunger. Also -his famishing condi“tion made him urge to be fed at once. (5)
Tradition that so easily supplements the
breaks of history makes the child of this
widow to become the prophet Jonah.
Elijahgived here nearly three years. (6)
The supply lasted, and was sufficient for
‘‘her. house,as well as for Elijah and ‘her-

loose

entirely

from

Jewish form and service. We should not
be astonished at this, if we but recollect
how hard it was for

our

Puritan

fathers

to fellowship those who brought any new
feature to light, as Roger Williams ahd
Benjamin Randall.
e
The only difference - between Jewish
and Christian excommugication is that
the former extended‘its consequences te
the affairs of civil life, whereas the latter
pertained strictly to ecclesiastical relations. It was founded in Christian prac-

tice upon 1 Cor. 5: 2, ** With such an one
no not to-eat.” The first three classes of
penitents were forbidden to stand during
public prayers, must make an open confession witli tears before the whole church,
all ornaments of

dress

all expressions

male
shaved

were

of pleasure

penitents cat off their
their

their bair

beard,

and

laid

aside,

abandoned,

hair and

females

wore

disheveled and covered their

faces with a peculiar kind of veil.
Mar| riage was not contracted, nor the bath

frequented by either.

They were obliged

to be present at every act of worship; ‘to

give alms according to ‘their ability;
visit the sick and dying, and to bury
dead.
>=
i

to
the
.

On the anniversary-of the death

of a

saint, all Christians met at the

grave

of

the martyr, and” there celebrated in divine worship, partaking of the Lord's
Supper.
From this fact ‘we ‘have the
Saints’ days as in the Roman Catholic and
Episcopal .calendars. * They refused to

use the words *“-temple” or * altar,” because these words were used by the hea-

now work a miracle to save the life of his

which

I" had

was held

the pleasure of

~

ment

of an influential representative com-

mjiice for the purpose of watching events,

giving “further expression to public
opinion, and of spreading correct information throughout the country.”
In another paper, we have the address of the
committee of the Peace Society, signed
by their secretary, Henry Richard, E¢q.,
M. P., who probably composed it. It refers to the Crimean war, twenty-four
years ago, which was got up to “sustain
Turkey against Russia, and which cost

three: hundred

and

forty

millions - of

pounds, and led to the sacrifice of a mil-

lion lives, ltsaysthis war is now generally admitted to have been a blunder, for
it settled none of the questions for which
it was ostensibly carried on.
In 1860,
the Times said of it, ‘ Never .was so

great an effort made for so worthless

an

object.” The Address asks, ‘“ What then
have we to show for all the sacrifices and
sufferings of that ‘murderous conflict?”
And it answers this question as follows :—

¢‘ This and no other—that

we helped

perpetuate and consolidate

Sister B. asked many questious,

to

the Turkish

dominionsin Europe, and to rivet the
yoke of Mohammedan oppression on the

to + which

the women gave intelligent and satisfactory answers. “‘There is a happy land,”
was sung, and prayer was offered, after
prayer.

continuation of “an institution belonging protested vehemently against our being
involved in war to sustain the Ottoman
to the Jewish Synagogue.
Power,
and the result was the appointIt seémed almost impossible for the
early church to cut

During our late Y.M,,

in Midnapoor,

which the. woinen

S

BY REV. WM. HURLIN,

calion may be regarded as an imitation or

then. On the fourth and sixth days of the
week they fasted, though believing it free
-and north of Jericho. Other writers supfor Christians to fast at all times. They be_pose the brook to have been east of Jorlieved fasting led to sobriety.
Those
dan, since Gilead was on that “side of it.
who traveled took letters of communion
(8) While it lasted the brook was to supwith them, in virtue of which, on the
ply the prophet with water, and the ‘¢ ra- self; that is, for her poor relations who principle that all things were common to
vens” were to feed him there»
Whethcame to partake of her bounty, or possi- the *¢ saints,” they were everywhere reer our rendering of- the word Orebin is ‘bly for a servant ortiwo. Her faith sav- ceived by the Christians as brothers?
«correct, is in doubt.
It is argued that ed her, or God was her Sayiour in re- ‘Would it not be well for our traveling
. .since miraculous events were so freely
ward for her faith.
God, too, was the church members to take such letters.
“performed under the ministry of Elijah. Saviour of his servadit Elijah.) When a The agape consisted of an ‘entertainment
-there is no need of any other explanation worthy end requires it, God will even given by the richer members to the poor,
-wady is on the west side

for on the

The eyes of the world are now directed to Turkey, to see what is to be the result of the negotiations in progress there.
washing, (2) grace, or God's pardon, (3) Meantime there is considerable "exciteillumination, or saving light, (4) that ment in England because Lord Beaconspose.
z
:
which is perfect.
We know that infant field, (late B. Disraeli) (he English
10, 11. ELIJAH AT ZAREPHATH. Elijah
baptism had heen practiced, by immer- Prime ‘Minister has been speaking in
obeyed Jehovah. He came to the place sion, even then, for we have the writings favor of Turkey, and has seemed to comand. found his future hostess gathering
of Irengeus for it, and Tertullian against mit the English government to the ensticks. By his prophetical spirit he knew it.
courngement of Turkey rather than the
that she was the person appointedto sus“In the year 397, the cotmeil of Car- Christian
peoples ‘under
her control,
tain him.
Hence he called on her to thage passed a decree prohibiting
the bap- Every English paper that comes to hand
bring him water und drink.
Hospitality: tism of dead persons. = (See 1 Cor, 15: brings intelligence of public meetings
to strangers is more frequently practiced
29.) A catechumén answered tofour can- held on this subject, and of the utterances
in the Orient than among Western na- didate for baptism. St. Chrysostom says, of public men, including ministers of the
tions. The request of Elijah for water ‘“ When a catechumen dies, they conceal gospel.of ditferent denominations, with
and food shows plainly that he had been a living person under the dead body. reference thereto. . We have a number of
traveling, and was exhausted. If the lo- Standing by the bed they ask the dead if English papers now before us. In one of
cation of Cherith was where it has been
he is willing or not to be baptized.
The them there is a long address by John
conjectured to be, then he had traveled
person under the bed (where they con- Bright which he delivered at Birmingabout 140 miles.
cealed him), answered in the affirmative.
ham to a crowd of six thousand people.
12. Her REPLY. (1) ‘“ As the Jehovah Hereupon they baptize him instead of In this he showed that the millions of
thy ‘God liveth.” She recognized Elijah the dead, and make a farce of the whole
Christians in Turkey bad ‘for centuries
as an Israelitish prophet, priest, or.other matter.”
been the victims of Mahommedan oppresreligious man ; she knew the name of the
But what did St Paul mean (1 Cor. 15: sion, that the proposed jealousy of RusGod of Israel to be Jehovah; she did not 29) ? * Else what shall they do which are sia was unreasonable, and the interest
say, ¢ Jehovah my God,” but ¢¢ Jehovah baptized for the dead, if the fo rise not manifested by the Russians in their opthy God.”
(2) Hence Elijah did not dié- at all? why are they then baptized for the. pressed co-religionists perfectly natural
guise himself, and hence she either said dead ?” St. Chrysostom writes, ** When and justifiable; and that England ought
** thy God” to speak more convincingly a catechumen who had not completed his not to sustain so foul a tyranny as that
to his mind than as if she had said‘ Je- period of instruction and probation, was which has its head-quarters in Constantihovah my God,” or Jehovah was not ker in danger of death, that period was an- nople.
In another paper we have an acGod. She was in Phoenicia whose tute- ticipated and baptism administered.”
count of a great Conference in London,
lar divinity was
Baal; below we find
Those who, by apostacy, or some other attended by representative men of variElijah saying to her, ** For thus saith the breach of the moral code established, had ous parties and denominations.
The
Jehovah God of Israel,” as if she were
duke of Westminster presided at one sesincurred the censure of their brethren,
an idolater. (3) On ihe other hand, note were called penitents, and were forbidden sion, and the Earl of Shaftesbury at the
that the Jews dwelt among surrounding the privileges of church fellowship, until other; while among the speakers we find
nations, that Elijah had intense hatred they had passed through a course ‘of hu- the Bishop of . Oxford, Canon Liddon,
against heathenism in Israel, thathe used miliatory. exercises.
This ex-commumi- Prof. Fawcett, Rev. Dr. Allan, and Mr.

’ ~-the-expression-~Jehovah-Geod—of-Foraet?

ES

to writing,

this

made the

Chiist’ our

going on the Sabbath with Sister Bacheler
day before Saturday they crucified him,
to have worship with the women in the
and on the day after Saturday, which is
jail, who ave daily instructed by our native
Sunday, he appeared to his apostles and
Christian girls.
We artived rather late,
disciples, and taught them the things.
and found nearly forty women just ready
which we require you to observe.”
to partake of their food which was alHave we strayed from tlie ancient
ready served out in their bright brass
landmarks ? Do we gather the poor into
dishes and looked inv iting. The majority
cour places of worship at the close of our
left their food and sat down at our feet to
Sabbath day and mihjister to their néoessihedr about that ‘bread. 'which perisheth
‘ties? Is our religion a myth, orare we
not.” Some looked serious and thoughtshadows only, cast on the dial of time,
ful, while the faces of others appeared ramoved by eircumstance about its face, till
diant with joy. Poddie Moonie, (formerthe setting of the sun, or better :yet, shall
ly a famine orphan) read and explained
we not rather be stamped as figures at
a portion of Scripture: very nicely, and

and * Da signum,” ** Dg symbolum,” for
“ Give the sign,” *“ Repeat the symbol,”
was the hailing sign to svery Stranger or
traveler.

The person here said to be commanded tosustain Elijah was not aware of her appointment. The words mean: that God
prophets, 2 Kings 2. The attempt which had assigned this duty to her, but had
some make to pass from the character of
not yet communicated to her his purthe

committed

was the only one that did so, before the
reign of Constantine the Great.
This
creed was what the password is, at the
present. time, to an army in the field.
It

This

bounds of the kingdom of Jezebel's father that Elijah was to. be concealed; i Jor
here he would be less likely to be sought.
(2) This city belonged to Sidon, but may

of his

estimate

It ‘was

ngf

Tertullian noted down

city was on the coast of the Mediterranean seven miles south of Sidon. In Luke

He was of God ap-

was

God

Jesus

Saviour rose froth the dead;

.

4¢ Jest it should fall into the hands
believers.”

on which

world out of chaos, and

The Apostles’ creed in substance, if not
in word, was composed by the Apostles.
They were known wore as teachers than
as writers, and communicated their faith
orally. For the first three centuries the

creed

SENT TO ZAREPMATH. (1) After

pbath which belongeth to Zidon.”

com-

pointed to check the apostasy of Israel.
(2) His name means ‘‘Jehovah my God.”
We know. nothing of his previous history.
1lis name

BY REV. A. L, MOREY.

the water of the brook failed the prophet
was commanded of God to go‘ to Zare-

1. ELwan.(1) This distinguished prophet
nearly two hundred

EARLY BELIEF AND PRACTICE.

‘six months.

T

is the spiritual successor

the first day,

"that Elijah dwelt by the brook for a} least

17 :1==16,

Sturdy as a day together,
of worsbip:because
“On Sun|'THEmy
BOUND MISS
FREER
ERL. CRAWFORD.
THAN THE | FREE. | Gad
sang looked
togetherdownfor joy”
at his- birth
it is
from heaven upon
OR.

day we all meet

fnaintained.

swer Lo the prayer of the, prophet. * God
can as easily .undertake the_ supply of
Elijah’s hunger as the secreting of Elijal's
person. A comparison of 1 Kings 18: 1
with Luke 4:25 and James 5:17, shows’

.

redeem thee from death. » Job 5:2C.
N

was

his truth to utter, or send the fire in an-

——————

Questions

Elijah

{ God could as easily atcomplish all ‘hese
unusual events as he could give to Elijah

"Sabbath School Lesson. — Jan, 2.
©

of

|

Gomminicafions.

period of six months or more this regular

p———

repeated: the Lord's

They were asked if they prayed

daily in secret.
“Yes, we do.”

A “goodly. number said,
And whatdo you gain by

praying? The reply was, *‘We have peace
in our souls.” Dear sisters in America,

could you have seen

and

heard

those

women, you would have felt happy and
grateful, I can but hope thut some of

them ‘‘have passed from death unto life.”
The influences of caste are all skut out by
the

walls

of the

prison,

and

there

ure

none to scoff at Christianity, and remove
the good impressions which are made.There are no idols there for them to

wor-

millions of the

key are in a very sad condition ; suffering

tively to his zealous follower, St. Pay),
declaring his allegiance to his Master,

uf

determination

to

adhere

to

his

Master's,

cause, so that from denying Peter he
comes to be earnest Peter, commanding
the lame to walk “in

the

Christ of Nazareth.”

name

of Jesus

.

;

"To none of us will it be permitted to
heax.a Saviour say as he said in that east.
ern oity, 80 ‘many years ago, “The' Son .
of Man is come to seek and to save that
which was lost.” But we can sa , a8 the

sturdy apostle said, “I am net
amed of
the’ gospel of Christ, Jor itis the’ “Power of

‘‘as the stars in heaven.”

The

man

come

again.

who has charge of ‘them

told

REV. NATHANIEL K. SARGENT,
-This brother died in Kennebunk, Mé.,

Jan. 13, 1876, aged 78 years, 10 months,
He

was born

in’ the

southern

part of

Wells, where he spent the days of childhood and youth.
17, 1818, to Miss

He was married, Sept.
Susan Brooks, of San-

1826,

professed

religionin 1827,

and

united with the F. Baptist church

in that place.

He was publicly set apart

Acton, Me, June 8th, 1837, Rev's, H.

us'that formerly they quaggeled $0 that he'| Hobbs, Samuel Burbank, David Blaisdell
was nearly crazed, but since they have
learned about the Lord they quarrel mo
more. Daring Y. M., the brethren. gave
the sisters one forenoon for a public meeting in which to report about, Zenana

and E. C. Eaton constituting the council. He moved to Kennebunk in 1837,
took the pastoral care of the F Baptist
church one year, and “after this he
preached as he had opportunity ia. destiwork and the schools for heathen girls. It tute places,
He was chosen standing
was cheering to see native girls, who ten'| clerk of the Waterboro Q. M., (now York
§eArs-ago were nearly starved to death by Co.,) at its organization, and the office
the famine, now stand before 4 congrega-

he satisfactorily filled: four years, when

tion of men and women aud tell how happy they were to work for the blessed
Jesus.
After bearing the reports, the
meeting was ably addressed Ly brother

he was excused at his own request. He
was one of the pioneers of the temperance and Anti-Slavery. movements in this
county and labored with untiring zeal
for their success. For his pure. conscientiousness and sterling integrity, his counsel was sought and his influence felt in

Phillips and one of the
school.

teachers in my

A year ago this teacher

had

lit-

tle faith in “woman's work,” but now he
gives us great encoursgement:
RNIN
VAN

“THE MAJESTY

OF CHRIST.

these

noble

enterprises.

He

was

ap-

pointed collector of customs by President
Lincoln in 1861, and held the office till

There iis_an unusual sublimity in the| 1875.
He
declaration of Christ, “The Son of Man

;

was

honest

and upright 1in all bis

is come to seek and to save that which was

dealings, a kind,

lost.” . Look at him in any way

father, an acceptable preacher, and an exemplary Christian and honored citizen.
He died in the triumph of his faith in
Christ.
te
.
Com.

we

may,

there certainly is a nobility of soul shining
out from his countenance. . We are all more or less inclined to He ro
worship.
Let some man rehow ned for

valor be reported to be passing
our streets, and the

streets

through

become

passed

from

the

church.

. Once,

indulgent

A PARAGRAPH

when

husband

FOR EACH

lined

with people to look upon the passing
hero. When General Graut received bis
degree of L. L. D. from Bowdoin College, the streetsof Brunswick were thronged with people to look upon him as he

and

DAY.

He always wins who sides with God,
To him no chance is lost;
God's will is sweetest to him wien

It triumphs at his cost.
In

How that thought, too, “a little while,”
should embolden us to fight temptation

in our own

lives, and fight all wrong

about

We

thtong which pressed around him

ing a hard time, tempted one. No one
knows how you are struggling against
gin. No one knows what wrestles you
have with the devil every day. It islittle
appreciated, your stubborn standing up,
and the fierce opposition you fight down
at every step. You are doing bravely
though. Hold on a little longer.
There
is the flashing of coming crowns all over
that “little while. " Be thon faithful unto

this

strong

and

on all

demonstrative

spirit of enthusiasm is akin to that which
swayed the breast of those who assembled
at the gates of whatever city the Saviour
may have entered. It was his which

drew the multitude together in Jericho at
the
that
led
ing

time when Jesus uttered the words
I have quoted. It was this also which
Zaccheus there.
Because of this feela grand multitude heard the sublime

words of the Savidur.

What was the sig

-

L

General Wool of Fort Moultrie fame was
passing through the streets of Brooklyn,
bis carriage was blocked ‘by the eager
sides.
Now

°

us.

may

not

much

need to ‘“ hold the fort.”

death, and I will

give

You

thee

a

longer

are hav-

crown of

life."—FE. A. Rand in Cong.
IIL.
Through

lite and

death, through sorrow and

through sinning,

Christ shall suffice me, as he hath sufficed ;
Christ is the end, for Christ is the beginning—
Christ the beginning, for the end is Christ.

Frederick

W. H. Myers.

:
Iv.
An uncared-for family going unwarned,
fering from disease and other evils had been noised abroad, and they were and unheeded to ruin is a stain on the
brought on’ them by ‘the barbarities of -going to be encouraged by him.. He had Christian character of professedly Christian neighbors.—Dr. John Rall,
their oppressors. “One conversant with come
to deliver them. Thushe stood beVe.
their condition has said, * Unless yet fore them the eelf-declared Knight -of a
We oughy as much to pray for a blessmore is done than has been done hither- world's woe.
No corslet reflected the
to, the Christian people of the lands un- ‘sun's bright rays into their wondering ing upon our daily rod, a6 upon our daily
der the Turk will die out while Europe is ‘eyes. No restive, charger champed the bread.—Johk Owen.
VI.
discussing the question of their bondage bits beneath him. Canld an Elisha have
"A heart memory is better than a mere

We are glad to. know

that the English people are not only talking but are also helping these distressed
ones. Mr. E. A. Freeman writes to the
Christian World, that he bas received in
all, $30,725; and that he has sent in cash
for the help of the needy, to Baron Gon-

head-memory.
Better to carry away a
would _ have appeared the gleaming co- little of the life of God in our souls, than
horts of heaven's choicest hosts,
But if we were able to fepeat every word of °
though the peoplé saw no outward sym- every sermon we have heard. —De Sales.
bol of might, they must have been perLB
VII.
suaded that ‘‘a greater than Solomon” 4 There isi no death, What seems so is tran-

dola, at Ragusa, $5,553 ; 10 Dr. Sandwith,
is
in Servia,
$10,908; to-Mr.

Schuyler

and was commonly held in the place of M: d'Istria, for Bulgaria, $11,783;

and

to the

fore them, Such words as: he had
had never before that time been

heard, They had heard no one say to
them, “I am come that ye may have life,”
therefore they were struck by the won-

Fu

|

o

.

sition;
This life of mortal Breath
Is but a suburb of the life Elysian,

- Whose portal we call

death.
= Longfellow.

:

worship when the service of the Lord's Metropolitan of Montenegro, $1, 696 ‘and
“dropping the Hebrew points from the
servants ; but whether in life or in death,
.T'do not know a more beautiful sight
word
gince they were a’ late addition, 2 1hoy they are to trast him, for they are day was over. : There they showed® their to Miss Irby in Slavonia, $1,108: and derful import of his words.
For 'the first
- | love by mutual acts of kindness, by par- that he has also sent clothes and blankets, time in their lives they had been led to see on earth than a man who” has served his
Aerm
ay mean ‘*¢ Arabians,” - or, retain
8.
.
;
2
Lord for mauy years, and who, having
‘ing the points, “it may be translated
taking of the same fare, and by liberally Lady Strangford also is'at the head of a that “larger life” which they were to have grown gry in the service, feels that in
—
committee
in
Constantinople,
which
is
supplying the necessities of their indi“¢ merchants,” or be read untranslated
must goon be
“more abundantly,” and they looked up- the order of nature h
Most heartily do we agree with Rev. gent brethren, - The. publie reading - of a distributing help. received from other on the champion of their sorrows much as called heme. He is rejoicing in the first
“ the Orbites.”
Jewish commentators
and all ‘old versions of the Scriptures Dr. Wm. M. Taylor when he saysithat chapter of the Scriptures is a practice sources. We are glad to know that prac- did Elaine upon the valiant Launcelot fruits of the spirit which he has obtained,
but he is panting after the full harvest of
" +* adopt our rendering of the term. While, * it is high time to stop the rage for ‘Sun- which passed unaltered from the Jewish tical help is being thus given to these peo- who had come to their father's house the
Spirit: which is guaranteed to him.
ple;
and
we
hope
also
that
the
European
day-school
gymnastics,’
to
abolish
¢
the
synagogue
to
the
Christian
church,
The
© ithen, it is possible to explain the feeding
bringing an intimationof & broader life. I think I see him sitting on a jutting
Conference
will
icsist
on
their
being
re.of Elijah in some of the ways noticed, that stage' upon which little boys and girls idea of a sermon from Luke 4: 20, 21,
listeningto
~ Yet some were among ‘that crowd ‘of crag by the edge of Th
‘hy the ravens, as our Bible gives. it, is display their histrionic powers and learn « And he (Jesus) closed the book, and lieved from further oppression by those Jericho whose brows were knit at the the harpers on the other side, and wailing
Lto be pert and bold. ' If Sunday-schools he gave it again to the minister, ‘and sat who have so long ruled over them with a sight of Zaccheus, and they uttered -their till the “pitcher: shall be broken at the
fountain. and the wheel at the cistern,
“can not be kept
up without the sensatiopal ‘down. ~ And the eyes of all of them,pi}| rod of iron. ee
| dissatisfaction aloud because “ho “had gone | and the spirit shall depart to God who
characterized that were in the synagogue were fastened|
ed ‘he was brought “* bread and flesh.” excitements which have
{to be guest with a man that is a sinner. » gave it. A wife waiting for the husband’s
Hence:in some way bread nd flesh were
some of them,let them sink to their own ton him. And he began to say unto the.n, |-' God may sometimes delay his promise, It was there that a majesty such as no footsteps, a ‘child waiting:
ia
dark“regularly prepared for these
messengers, proper level, ands lose the erowd by hon- “This day is the Scripture fulfilled in your but he will not deny it.. He may some- man had ever behéld became manifest to ness of the night till its mothér comes to
portraits of
give in the evening Kiss,
in some way the impulse was given to the est'efforts to -make, them Strictly relig- ears.”
Justin Martyr, says. concerning times change it, but ‘he will not’ break them.
Remembering
(he story of his .our waiting. It is a pleasant\and precious;
Hirde to {ake the food and carry it to the lous.”—Cong.
.
the
use
of
Sunday
instead"
6f
Sabbath
or
EH
A
baptism, they wonder. dat that *‘the stars thing so to wait and so to hope.. Shab }
5
L}

Gy

SETA B.

to the Christian ministry by ordination at

us to

“dF

God unto salvation.”
There will come
a time when “we shall see him as he is,"
and when. his majesty shall shine forth

leave,

they begged

:

am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ,
for it is the power of God unto salvation” =
Nor are we to be surprised that Pater be. :
comes at length ‘fully established” jn his

soon

been there, to his prophetic eye and gaze

groaning

his comand,
" Withessing this wajestic
action of
Christ's, we are prepared’to listen’ atlen-

free. to leatn and believe the: truths of. the
Bible than their Hindoo sisters who dwell
in their own families are.
When we took

or deliverance.”

the

‘they.that-seld doves” left the temple gt

ford with whom he lived happily for 51
years. He moved to Wells Branch in

the greatest distress and poverty, many
of them being homeless, and others suf-

of

Christian subjects of the Porte.” |
_ Meantime, the refagees and other sufferers among the Christian people in Tur-

and

him,
They wondered not that at the sight of
that majesty the ‘‘money changers and

ship and no brahmins to preach lies.
Surely, the women in the jal are more

nificance of those words? They were the
words of a champion and signitied to every
one of the poor and ‘oppressed, hat. be
who uttered them lived and ordered his
life in their behalf;
That would surely
make glad their hearts aiid brighten their
remaining years.
What if men did not
notice them ; here was one whose power

necks

’
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\A7ILTON
COLLEGIATE
INSTIItis
of life,how does it all appear ?' Said he to Bible disdains all these appliances.
3 V¥TE~WILTOR + MUSCATINE CO.,
It has more than a!
his biographer:— ~
_.
:
- no weakly infant.
"Wintér Term of 13 weeks, conimences Decem4¢ I careno more about politics than a giant's strength, and can not only ‘stand
Lic
bth, tA 187! Be it
jackdaw that sits on the top of St. Paul's i unaided, but can walk forth alone con- berSpring’
weeks,
commences March
| 20th, 1877. Term of 12 Yoeke)
‘and then he repeated some of Cowper's quering and to conquer.—Frof. Seeyle.

.

:

.
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PRAISE.
not the frugant gum,
are sweet incense,
roli’d
shadow,

NF ikehiin the day of ty peso

the disk ol gold,
tribute.from

Its dying

comes;

the incense

Andall

"HOW TO READ THE BIBLE.

And says—what says he 2—Caw !"

by gone

after

conclusion

Webster's

was

This

brief but pertinent

following

The

Its.customs anc {ts businesses,
Are no concern at all of his,

, true

Runsack

incense,

on that

\

little bed,
throbbing head,

r-stricken on thy
her nursed i
Le

»

-

Ln

te

h

And men, bound fast i
Grope in the deep’ning

light

i

;

years,

gloom for

life and

That lite, eternal life, is won for thee.

.

rest

has

Jund

Yea, Lord, we praise Thee that our

—~

free,
And life [H cherished, and the Word is
‘And he who will may come this day to Thee,
blest;
e|
‘And the most wretched be guprem

bless Thy
For these Thy mercies, Lord, we
©
name,
Aud Beap fresh incense on Love's sacred
ame.
~-Sunday Magazine.

[)
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THE OOMEORT AND DUTY OF FAITH.

Ba

the unas Mr.

itive convictions and
The
wavering faith of such a man

Moody are a wonder and a worry

who bave always been of doubtful
and of wavering, unstable ways.

to men

mind,
They

be-

can not understand how any one - can

lieve God's word so thoroughly as Mr.
Moody seems to, or trust in an all-sufficient, ever-present Saviour so heartily as
:

it is evident that he does.

Just now, the Rev. Mr. Powell, « Unitarian clergyman, of Chicago, writing to
The Inquirer, of New York, of the work
of the evangelists in the North-west, is
sure that in Mr. Moody's case ** the secret
of success is immense physical endur-’
of

ance, a lack

knowledge,

troublesome

But ‘while the

and av overflow of zeal."

and successful
of the earnest
power
preacher is thus flippantly accounted for,

there is something in the calm rest 8f Mr.
Moody's faith which prompts Mr. Powell
to call out as if in contempt, yet possibly

treasure is in heaven;

shall not my - heart

be there also? If I'am in Christ,

seck to be like

more than half in longing for. a similar
comfortable it
arepose of soul: *! How
must be to ignore all the troublesome
questions that wrack en's Souls, and just

break,

him,

and

to

If I amin sorrow,

am

in comfort, I must see that

blood.

juore than in physical endurance, in limited knowledge, or in excessive zeal, the

to

If I am

my day of wealth

reason of Mr. Moody's success lies in his
freedom from doubt. He believes, thereHe bas a conviction of
fore he speaks.
cone

delivering,

is just at band.

teet,

Mine must be no

—no service of two

FLING

INFLUENCE-OF-A
YOUNG
You are a sister, and can

- through the power of the Holy Ghost.”

er’s

If I am

half

WOMAN

to virtue

to usefulness.

are a daughter, and)

for your sake,

your father may put forth efforts of unbounded might.
You may hereafter bear
the honored name of wife, or the more
sacred one of mother.
Your influence
may then determine the character of your
husband, and fix the destiny of -your children. Jt may make your son an Augustine, an Oberlin, a Wesley, or it may leave

discipleship

masters—no divided
wholly

mind

You

to the

to curse
; him
teachings, like

OFF THE WEIGHTS.

his

race

with

A

Christan

‘without

‘éven

pestiferous

Socinus, or Murray ; with
wars of ambition, like Napoleon; or with
a baaeful legacy of infidelity and vice,

energy

Say

ready ; for in such

not

as

hour

an

:
.
-~
J .S.GARDNER, Principal.

For

orf,

°°

information

further

address

WARREN]

Secretary:

aE,

tung

Winter Term

think’

Co.,

not need any defense,

:

Lan Th odio

era IRE, x

a

dwells

|| AMBITION'S§ END.

:

Few men of this or any age have been

favored with such tulents .and
+ ties as Daniel —Websterg

manhood to olds age

was

His

opportuni-

hie

marked

drank all, enjoyed all:

He tested all,

* One

thing

was

denied him ; ‘the highest honor in lis nation's gifl ; and aftera life-time spent in

political pursuits, in his old ‘age he re-

’

turned ‘to his home to die.
Politics had
; been the business of his, days and his

nighte, and now, froin the sunset
P
Pi

“

A

|

forever

whose clear eye
and respond to
We do not need
the truth. We

a

witness

to

the truth,

hours

CR

a city to give

place to one wan's sermon !—Bishop Lat-

dely. them | —
as eter-

nal truth,’neéds no other argument to
.
its support-than itself clearly preached.
There are defenders of the truth who
think it otherwise. ‘They treat the Bible as a weakly infant, which must be
bolstered up’and carefully

it fall.

A strange matter, So noble

and steady voice will see mer, +1530.
it wherever it is known.
to implore=men.to believe
shall’
only néed that they

fiom apprehend it,and then we may
with to deny it. And thus thé Bible,

honors such as might gratily aby reasonable ambition. Nor did the fear of God
% prevent
his indulgence in those ‘* pleasures of sin” which the world counts as

amongrits chiefest joys.

so much as it needs

proclamation. It defends itself wherever
it isknown. , Deep in every soul there

sustained,

lest

And so they bring’ together their

ik

;

Maine,

+ "od

ILLSDALE

*.:.-

Av HOWE, Sec.

every facility for study and improve.

ment is furnished.
Expenses from $120 to $1560
learning und philosophy, their reasoning per
Le
Aid is-rendered students preparing
proof to. for the
and research, which they use as
Christian ig
ts
For catalogues or other information, address
keep the Bible up, trembling all the while
D.
W.
C.
DURGIN,
President,
or
L.
P. REYNOLDS,
trath,
lest one of these should fail, and the
Secretary and Treasurer, Hillsdale, Mich.

unsupported sink -to its “hurt.

Laie

are

But

ably

the

Hillsdale, Mich., August 7,1876.
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Sy,

various

ent and
and

cents;

maladies

of patients

with, thousands

The

Book of Worship
only a few copies left, All
| Postage, 10 cents.
The Tribute of Praise

desive, NR.

are taken.

six

or six

, ARE

the

differ-

searching,

will bear wit-

CHANDLER

will

CHANDLER,

a

J.

C. AYER

CO.,

&

Lowell,

Hotel.

No. 11 ELEVENTH STREET, between
Place.

|

E

oi

*

!
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.

reading.

article for

Terms and $5

H. HALLETT & Co, Portisng

.
/

da

[

;

5

contains a brief statementsof the dodtrines
by

held

the

‘our

and

denomination,

generals

u-____
usages in church-building. It 1s published'by.a
25 cents; poss.
thority of the General Conference.

'

tage, 1 cent.

The History, of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century of ourexistence,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable
detail, the early events of our denominational
7
history. 75 cents; postage, 10 cents.
Memoir of George T. Day.
contains a Narrative of his Life, Letters, Sermons:and Lectures,
age 10 cts.

Price

$1.50 and $1.80; post

Church Member's Book
is a;valuable little work, and every Cpristian
wonld be benefited by reading it. 25 cts; postage
The

-

A

3 cts.

Thoughts upon Thought
is a reprint of 130 Pages from ar English
°
edition, and considers the responsiblilty orf maa.
in relation to his thoughts. 5cts
Close Communion, or Open Communion.
is an experience and am argumeat, in which:

the folly of elose communion.is clghrly and ably
clergyman,

‘of 175 pages, by a Baptist

A book

25 cts; postage, 6 cts.

The Memorials

of the Free Baptists

_ give the rise and progress of this body cg

unChristians In New York, till the time of their
ion withthe Freewill Baptists. $1.00.

The Minutesof the General Conference
the close
at m
are published in pamphlet “for
of every session, and the beund volumes embrace

STORY of Jesus,

i
5

‘re

‘$1.00 ; postage, 12 cents. =

The Treatise

LEssexs for Every Sunday, ,18, postage ,02

Cy
-

con

canvassers,male or female.'AdFlexible Weather
Strip Co.
17 Dey St, N. Y, P. 0. Box 2945

$66" week in your own town:
Maine,

Butler,

it.- Sample package, 26 eet Toe,

post paid. Best selling

outfit free.

J.

author,—Prof. J.

50
the proceedings of the first sixteen sessions,
.
cents; postage. 9 cents. Sabbath School Question Books
Stops Rattling,
No Mouldings:
are fopadults and children.
No Waste. Any one. can apply

)

Mass.,

' Practicaland Analytical Chemists, ’
1d by all Drnggists and Dealers-in Medicine.
#o¥a0
;
[Nok]
=

by the same

and the
tains two volumes, one on the Gospels,
It is an
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians,
family
excellent help for Sabbath schools and

exposed,

and keeps the scalp cool, clean and soft—under
which conditions, diseases of the scalp are imi
.
possible.
PREPARED BY’
:

:

;
\
Butler's Theology
ns
discusses briefly, but clearly, ail the questio
views
of doctrinal theology, and the author’s
nation.
are those generally accepted by the denomi
$1.60 postage, 12 cents.
Butler's Commentary

; lost hair regrows with lively eéxstrengthened
;board.; Table d’Hote anda la carte.
pression ; falling hair is checked and stablished
4
|
resumes,
hair
gray
of
faded
thin hair thickens ; and
roe
CRE KEEP WARM,
AVE FUEL.
Its operation is sure -and | NID LA LE RAVAR AS BE Keeps out Cold, Wh & Ste.
its-original - color.

Dr:

Postage, 8 cents.

cents.

1479 Broadway, New-York City.

Colonnade

$1.00:

a book of 113 pages, Price 25 cts. ;: postage 3

give all information, and
. be pleased to
treat by letter if necessary,
Explanatory Circuand
e
Descriptiv
i
lar of the above remedies sent on receipt
ETARY
PROPRI
the
If
of samp,
are mot on sale at your
MEDICINES
to
orders
. particular druggist’s, send

DR.

gilt edge;

than.

jsa Hymn and Tune book, prepared for no
one denomination, and is well adapted to social
"worship or congregational singing. Price $1.00
per copy; and 75 cents each when fifty or more

ness to their relative merits, and corrob. Where there are
orate every assertion.
many complications of disease, and pa-

tients so

35:

postage, 2 cents.

Choralist
.
is a larger book ot hymns and tunes
the Sacred Melody. 50 cts; postage, 6 cts.

denominated,

of patient,

result

the

are

of

and several

hymns

The

aeiont 0] Auvestigation,
lubanivus, and
in
of many years,
embracing a period
Europe and America. ,
If the specific directions are complied

harmless. It oures dandruff, heals all humdrs,

COLLEGE.—Michigan.

The location is excelent, and with the new

buildings,

left

or

REMEDIES

eradication

-

postage,

Small, Morocco, 85 cts;

each.

is a small book of 225

Hemorrhoids.

the

in

ar-

tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.

Broadway & University
activity, and preserves
NER
weakbrashy,
Thus
y Hotel and Lodging House, Furpished
beauty.
its
Famil
hair-and
the
both
and
pliable
glossy,
becomes
hair
or sickly
Rooms by the day or week, with or without

Proments0; HB: honeys D. Deron Professor
John
Fullonton, D.D., Lewiston,

bottle,

-

churches,

Baptist

of all Freewill

Christian Baptism

ABOVE

THE
thorough

It stimulates the nutri
\ 'tive organs to healthy

x

per

ATT

in addition to the usual Calendar

cents.
The Sacred JMelody

if

which,

names

9 cents

Price, Fifty Cents per package,
;
for $2.60.

or, when faded or gray.

COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL

SCHOOL.

2.5

The Psalmody
.
;
is the denominational Hymn Book, extens‘sively used, printed on both white and tinted:
paper. Largebook, in Sheep, $1.00; Morocco,$1.10 5
FPostage,.
Morocco Gilt, 1.50; Turkey Gilt, 2.€0.

which not only acts almost instantly, but
will remove the largest tumors of the parts
who
many
and
absorption,
by
Piles)
Uenefit, but have
not only
have hs, Ah
assured
been
been radically cured, have
by emi(prior to wsing this treatment)
the only relief they
that
nent surgeons
by an
be
would
life,
in
expect
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:—‘* Van- books.
bring
could
wit
and
y
wealth
and
black
2. Sevup in the yacant pace of your
* Her holy & rs the peril flerce undhealth eame’ ity of vanities, all is vanity !"
Passed Hurmless
sBles by and joy and
a few chronological landmarks, such
of
mind
words.
the
from
different.
But how
back .
.
ic call,
one who, having forsaken the world and as dates of the Flood, the onAbrabam
of David, the
the Coronati
flight
Yea, heap on {ncense, gathered in thyihe devil devoted his life'to ceaseless toils; endur- the Exodus,
of
To lands Qealli-sbadowed, where
ing privations, sorrows, tears and temp- Babylonish Captivity, nd ‘the Advent
to which all othér historical events
re gns,
perils
Christ,
and
scourgings,
scoffings,
tations,
misery and chains,

Heap

.

‘MEDICINES

For circulars write to the Presiden., or to the
Principal.
auglh
Wilton, Muscatine Co., Towa.
&

0-0
* 4+

The world, with all its motley rout,
PR
Church, Armly physio, law,

that will bear its reys,

Finding its way , ta heaven, is p
:
praise.

!

¢ Heo sees that this fren ropndabout,’

:

is

truth

of

duy

~The.

it be.

though

Sweet

lines on thut bird:
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ingywhich the want suggests,
and of serv-- ‘ation against a religion is out ef all har- greatly imperilled, and that it will be by
ice, in harmony with the church of God, mony with the spirit and. genius of the the barest triumph of law.and justice
It follows from this definition, that in and, at the same time, varjed and sponta- Republic,
and ought to beabolished. The. that the same will ‘be secured to them.

his creatures,consistent with the greatest

‘| ultimate good of all. - '

‘WEDNESDAY, JANUARY
G. F. MOSHER,
A. H. Huling,

17, 1877.

“the sense that God has a constant care for
us, all his providences are special.

Editor.

Western

Editor.

EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTORS :
PROF. JOHN FULLONTON,
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D. D.

J. J. BUTLER,

5

D. D.
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——
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tothe

Editor,and

all

letters on business, remittances of money, &c.,
should 'be-agdressed tothe Publisher, Dover, N.H.
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To think ef the volume of prayer that
has ascended to heaven the past week
should inspire any heart with confidence,
[For think of the promises: ** Whatso- ever we ask,we receive of him.” ¢ What

- soever ye shall ask-the Father in my
» name, he will give it you” If ye shall
ask anythingin hy name, 1 will do

it.”

- 4 All things whatsoever ye shall ask in
, prayer, ‘believing, ye shall receive,”
Blessed and inspiring promises.
It is
the God of heaven and earth that has ut-

tered
- grade

them.
All wisdom, power and
are with him. He offers them

fredlyto those that seek them.
It is to
« thisGefi that these millions of prayers

have been-ascending.
« come.

The victory must

-“‘ Therefore, we are eonfident.”

We trust that the churches,

in this

«work of revival, aim tohave their piety,
~rathér = than their religibn, increased.

The latter may be wholly. .a matter of
‘the intellect, and an occasion of contro-

‘versy.

The former must always®be

The

~ «ent of all joy and peace. - Seek this.

entirely consistent with human freedom.
It is surely sound philosophy which
holdsthat the power that creates a ma-

sequence before if sits down

in defeat

We have heard of a good many church-

to this thought by the press, or in pulpit

had

public

religious

services

forseveral Sabbaths, owing to the almost impassable condition of the roads.
At fist thought this might seem to be a
misfortune. The week of prayer, one
will say, will thus fail to be

observed as

and to help

all true

human

endeavor.

or in song.
%
The misfortune of Christianity has
been not in a too positive belief in providence as related to our ,every day lives,
but rather in the frequent attempts of individuals to-act as interpreters for the
Almighty and make proclamation of his
intent in’ each specific occurrence out of

it ought to be. But will it? That will the usual line. Ifa Sabbath breaker]
se
show=1"
depend-onthe-individuats-nrthe
char
chance to be drowned by the easily acbound

communities. © If they

have

ac-

custemed themselves to view religion as
2 matter entirely of the public meeting,
to be depressed or revived in proportion as these public gatherings were held,
then there has been a good deal wanting

Jin their case.

But if they -have

accus-

‘tomed themselves to keep. in God's

pres-

ence whatever their temporal surroundings, then the real work of the week of

counted-for upsetting of a boat; if a
theater take fire as the plainest result of
human carelessness and pile up its victims by the hundreds;
or if a bridgewrecked train send a hundred shrieking
souls into swift eternity mid storm, and
flood, and fire, there are not lacking those
who assume to interpret the meaning as
a judgment for somebody’s sins.
Of course, this narrow theory of

inter-

prayer has been going on in their hearts,
pretation weakens a go d
deal when we
and, like a flame held in subjection only f
remember how a Christian school filled
to burst forth soon.
with _oreater
force,
with innocent
children
occasionally
they will come up to the sanctuary in
burns up; and that ministers of the gosdue time already revived .and prepared
pel are sometimes stricken down sudden. to kindle the flame in colder hearts.
So
ly while on the way to preach the word or
these snow-bound churches may after.all
administer consolation to the dying; and
-be the ones that are to : experience the
that the very sanctuaries of God somerichest blessing before the winter ends.
times tumble over the heads of devout
Ifyou are active and real Christians at

heme, no ordinary hindrances will keep
you from the public meeting when "you

ought to be there.
ways
abounding
Lord.”
SE

_** Be ye steadfast, al-

in

the

work
=
ae,

of the

“DIVINE PROVIDENCE.
“The succession of startling
the

nature

of

public

events

calamities

The exercise of the

as a factor, never wanting

exercised has, however,

been a question on which widely varying opinions have been held. Universal
Christianity believes with = universal
«Poetry that
:

:

®

«There's a Divinity that shapes our ends,
Rough hew them as we may,”

‘but when we seek the application of gen' servalfact
to the specific: case no end of
foi
" - differences appears.
One of the chief difficulties in the way
of a clear, and, hence,

+

a correct

concep-

- tion of the question has arisen, we think,
from a use of terms liable to be misun

derstood.

We

have

worshipers.
variations,

We have all heard, with
the well-meant citations of

cases among the

soldiers

where,

in the

stormrof death, bullets have been

stop-

ped in their deadly mission by a Testament. The presence of the book is of
course to be at once conceded as a most
gratifying thing, especially if read and

ed into one of the Episcopal

faith in

quite commonly

heard the use of the term *¢ special providence” in such a way as to Naggest by

it that its workings are in cole with
the uniform action of the divine will as
. expressed in natural law. = The skeptic
«.and the devout believer agreeat once in

saying that God can not be inconsistent
<with'himself; and that ‘a being ‘of infiritite wisdom and unchangeable attributes
van not be conceived of as changing laws

continually which, in the beginning,

...ogere ordained - us consciously _the best
possible for all the uniyerse, to all time..

i Perhaps some of the difficulties may be

‘removed
by a definition
of what divine
‘providence really ‘is.

‘Suppose we assent to the following
- statement: Providence is’ the’ perfectly

just and

one case more than in another?

Their claim to protection is a

natural .one, and

the more im-

portant as their inalienable rights are
being gradually wrested from them, The

We find

heart in the expression as they sang,
“ Oh, how sweet it wil be in that beautify)

and,
So free from all sorrow and pain,
With songs on our lips and with harps i our
4

the vari-

ous complex dealings of Heaven with
earth. The blessed assurance that God

Ifit-did,

——ENroRCE

IT.

If resolutions,

simply,

were worth much, the following, Which
was adopted last week by the Republican State Convention of Néw Hampshire,
would be of great value =
That while we hail with pleasure and
bid Godspeed to every instrumentality intended to promote the cause of temperance, such as State allianees, temperance
unions, reform clubs, we believe that our
time

has

general,

fully: come

ing weeks of the year.
:
:
In seeking to heed the injunction, we

shall do well to notice that it was given
under

the

old

‘and legal dispensation,

_ for

our

brother who

—— SUGGESTIVE,
The death of the late
Papal Cardinal Antonelli serves to furnish another striking illustration of how
the church of Rome is perpetually controlled by men of the meanest vices while
professing the rarest virtues. Antonelli—
nextin authority to the Pope—left a fortune of thirty or forty milkions of francs,
own followers

across

party that

THE TITHES AND THE BLESSING.
At no time is the significant injunction And may the consequences be just such
of the prophet Malachi, “Bring ye in all as he predicts. But it will need somethe tithes,” with the promise which at- thing besides the adoption of good resotends it, more appropriate or worthy of
consideration, than during these open-

and

-every farthing of which,

out the country, and he predicted that
with the subsidence of present interest in

sweep

lutions to save a party.
The party must
also encourage, and so far as it can, pro-

the blood of the poor.”

rung

of

quickened faith

in

God, in

~~

“The following letter shows how the
work of the School .is appreciated in the

dow Christian World,
that ‘he was noted

avarice, the sternest disposition, and licentiousness.” We may well believe it.
John Bunyan and Cardinal Antonelli;

each has his reward, and it- is according
to Heaven's reckoning.

—

and increasing power of Catholicism

re-

of the teachers

held ‘at

being colored,

Harper's

Ferry

that

was

in Decem-

ber. The writer says:
}
:
The oecasion was one-of interest, awakening fresh zeal in the noble profession.
This effort was rather an experiment, but
next year will, we doubt not, send us
double: the number:
of: this, since the

recently to

as a-theologian,

|

Several gentlemen: kindly favoved

he may be a signal failure.

Denominational Hefos.

lectures and addresses

‘‘itis

better

before

the class;

amongst whom
may be mentioned
Charles Davies; Esq., and Rev. Daniel

An Impressive Scene.
preparation,

the

convention with interesting and’ valuable

Ames, of Harper's Ferry, W. L. Wilson,
Es}, of Charlestown, J. O. Aglionby, A.
M., of Shepardstown, and Prof. Hayden,

of Martinsburg.

;

to go

a mass

| lic man and a dear friend 1s called away,

says of Antonelli, | the sad rites of burial are all the more
for three things: impressive. This was true at the reeen;

in Newport, R. I., last

man, and inthe instrumentalities which quires that some such check as is at prest
knowl
perfec
a
ded
by
‘wise care, prece
God has ordained, especially = prayer and ent in the Constitutio ought to be held
.efige of all human need, whicha God of “the preached word; of consecration with .over them. That istworth considering, of
perfect power may exercise toward all ‘all the completeness and fullness of mean- course. At the samé time this discrimin-

We have received the following brief
report of the Teachers’ Convention, most

first Association proved so enjoyable and
The exercises, from day to
successful.
day,embraced discussions of studiesusually taught in commow schools, with practical illustrations by some of the most
competent instructons. The freest interout of the world. What if Mr. Moody should
change of opinions was encouraged, givlet speculative questions, which belong to the
field of controversy also, alone? As an ewan- jing to all a home-like experience in the
gelist, our good brother is a marvelous success;
convention.
Mr. Moody has felt ealled upon

from

Howitt, in a letter. from Rome to the Lon-

was

We

Teacher's Convention.

The prize to the best speller, on a trial
head,” actually left fo that church less ' to the house of mourning than to ge to | of one hundred and fifty words, was fairly
than-a hundred dollars in value ! William | the house of feasting.” And when a pub- won by Mr. George S. Stevens, teacher

people

N. H. CoNsTITUTION.

ror

kd

preach a sermon specially on the Second Advent of .Christ.. He takes the position shat
Christ’s coming so ffequently spoken of has no
reference to the final end of the world and the
judgment,
but to the gathering of the church

whose founder ‘‘had not where to lay his L quired

There

Tae

ool.

{

that this ‘‘vicegerent of God,” this | As funeral services usually lead us to
pe
anxious servant of the “apostolic church” | think of our own departure and the re-

—sz THE COLORED

is

oth

in Manchester, Jan.
‘31st, beginningat 10, A. Mm. AH who favor “the
" enforcement of the law for the suppression of
intemperance,.are invited to be present and
participate,

And, yet, it ap- |

PEOPLE IN

COUNCIL.

meeting

of colored
Thursday

while ,we live Funder a dispensation fear that our ‘exchanges that are indulg- evening, largely attended, and addressed
designated as the new and spiritual:
A ing hopeful anticipations of seeing the re- by Mr. Geo. T. Downing, Mahlon Van
tithe then was a tenth of ‘the’ increase of ligious test clause-=that is, the one stat- ‘Horn and others. Interesting letters were
material subggance, while now it embrac- ing that members of the + Legislature and aJso read from Frederick Douglass, Wendell Phillips and William Lloyd Garrison.
es everything which can promote the certain other officers must be Protestants
‘An
address to the country was present~—stricken
from
the
N.
H.
Constittion-ia
|
cause of the Redeemer.
and is about to. be published. The
pointed.
To
be
[6d
March
are
going
to
be
disap
. Among the tithes brought in, there will
need bethose of self-examination, or the surdthe convention agreed that such an objectof the meeting seems to have been
to be made, and “it did a considerationof the present condition
conscious self-seeking to learn one’s own amendment ought
wisely.
but
we
find
a growing dispo- of national politics, its effects upon the
condition and relations to God ; of repent| | ancesof sin and of missimproved
not to adopt that clause, | colored people, and the best methods to
opportu- sition in the State
nities, and the proper confessionof the at least. It is claimed that the insolent secure the .rights accorded them in the
same;

mer. Weare delighted to see 50 many
new, promising faces in the school at this

but.

| and reform, will be held

as one of his

has said, ‘“was

mote a practice that shall harmonize with
the resolutions.

44

we

thus by the Journal & Messenger is sad—
very.
:

State, —the Hon.

any

that

To be “read out” of the denomjnation

John B. Clarke, of Manchester,—stated
at a meeting of one of the Committees,

the land and overwhelm

may. say

fi

it

:

edits-the National Baptist,. in particular.

value to the temperance cause. 'Enforeed or not, its adoption shows that the Republicans in the State realize that the
cause is one that they can not safely ignore. And it is a growing cause.
That
is plain. A member of the Convention
to which we refer,a gentleman prominent

national affairs, it would

regarded the code as remotely respectable;

Publi-

secretly drop a tear of sympathy for the
fate of the Baptist Publication Society in

when imperange should be pressed all
along the line, to the end that’ the last
victim to the debasing habit of drink
»
should be rescued.
;

councils of the

think it hight-time-our

In this connection,we

duty does not end here, but that the
cause demands a faithful execution of the
laws, and that the

we

wp

was not anchored to the practice and enforcement of temperance. Let it come.

+-&--b
ore

y

cation Society was looked after, or that it now it condemns it as. disgraceful and erimifound another editor for its paper.
.
nal.
We feel. sorry that thie writer of the
It is'stated:that a. whole village in Switaerabove shanld have been so long deprived land has gone- over im mass from the Cabhiolic
beeawse they suspectof a sight at that paragraph about the ‘to the Protestant.church,
ed
the
Catholie
curate
of
removing a faverite
meaning of which he hastens to express
eir se
from-th
eacher
|
athis
now;
is
it
As
such a free opinion.
WF Sow
Symi
PMPINT Jon
The Probibitory
State Convention
of
New
ly
titade appears to be slightly ridiculous.

deals with human affairs so that our poor, that in his opinion there was a steadily
blunderings are somewhere mended and {gathering tide of temperance sentiment
our weakness supplemented by divine | not only in New Hampshire but throughstrength, is enough without presumptuously seeking to trace out the successive steps by which results come, for they
are the steps of the Infinite. ~~ *~

en,

fore his death still aetive in promoting
Christianity, education, philanthropy, and

extra term of the institution mext sum-

season of the year,

funeral of Rev. C. O. LiBBEY.
As four of his
work,

Rev’s

associates

Stevens,

Curtis,

;

ciation, called ‘“The Potomac

andoah Teachers’ Assoeiation.” with the
hope that all persons engaged in this pro-

Perry, bore his remains into the church,
while the organ dirge fell tremulously: on’
the ear, and the family and friends follow=

For there
rights are

and

Shen-

fession, within reasonable distances from

the place of meeting, may feel inclined to
ed with slow and solemn step, the place | unite in it.
’
The officers for 1877 are as follows:
seemed tnusually sacred. And as the

President of the Foreign Misgion Society

led in prayér, and short addresses were
made by associates in the: ministry who
knew him well, speaking of him as a

business man,—a minister—his mission

work—and in his family relations, we all
realized the loss of such a man, and were
brought into sympathy with those who
were most deeply afflicted. © The family
had taken their leave of husband, son and
Sethe in therquietude of their own home,
and it wag when. his co-laborers in the

rious matter for the colored race, and Tooked for the last time upon his life-like
and help of all true citizens.
can be no doubt that those

the first meeting, it was unanimously determined to organize a permanent asso-

Rand

ministry and the city clergy, some fifteen
Constitutional amendments. That is a se- or twenty in number,came up together and
onein which they should have the sympathy:

as Winchester,
Va.
So well pleased were all present with

in mission
and’

countenance, that the scene became deeply impressive.
They
surrounded the

casket and stood in silent thought for a

FE

hb)
[J

President, Prof. N. OC. Brackett; Vice
Presidents, Mr, J. L. Butler, Mr. George

E. Stevens, Mr, J." B. Washington; Sec:
retary, Miss C. L. Franklin; Zreasurer,
Mr,W. H. Ball.

: Ministers and Ghurches,
Rev. E; H, HART died at his residence in
Lynn, Mass., Jan, 4, after a brief iliness, He

had been ene of our faithful ministers.
is calling them home. .

5

:

God 2

LOWELL, Mas8., ITEMS. © Winter has begun
in good earnest; and notwithstanding the ac
tivity of our various charities, there has been
alreedy a great deal of suffering.
tion of .questions for Christian men

The ques
to" discuss

is this: What shall we do with the poor? 1€*,

Se

‘ &

i

WW
']

valley. It is from the Superintendent of
Oneida County, N. Y.
From the Church
——THE
DOUBLY
GOVERNED STATES.
Journaj we learn that the Catholic church in doing whatever his band found to do. The condition of affairs in South Caro- ‘Free Schools, Jefferson Co., West Va.
In visiting the Free Schools of our
thus received was one of two of the ‘A large vaeancy has been. made by the lina and Louisiana, each of which has two
county im the early part of this spring,
same faith in the town, each being the death of this venerable and useful man.
Governors and two legislatures, allclaimI found some five or six of the ten coli result of a division in the parent society
ing to be legally elected, only illustrates ored school in charge of graduates (as
——
WanreED
IMMEDIATERY.
We
imthere. We do not learn thet any restricthe unsatisfactory results: shat may al- Ifind by reference to your catalogue)
tions were put on the hew membership, plore somebodyto send immediately to
‘ways
attend our method of elections. If of Storer College, and k was very much
pleased with their efliciency as teachers.
or that any confession of having held a the editor of the Journal & Messenger a
we do not by and by find ourselves with
mistaken faith in the past was required. copy of the National Baptist for Nov. ‘two Presidents also, it will be fortunate. and the manner in which they handled
their schools. Although personally unIt seems that they were received fresh 16.. Sonre weeks ago we quoted from an
But in the case of the States mentioned acquainted, permit me to eongratulate
from Catholieism, barring a little * in- able editorial diseussing, in the issue
‘there seems to be a commendable dispo-|¥ ou on your success in furnishing, —what
struétion” in matters Episcopal, directly above named; the position of the Philadel
is greatly needed,—good teachers for
We quoted, as i'f sition on‘the part of the President to abs our colored schools:
J. Hess.
into the latter organization.
We have phia Synod ou.baptism.
i} stain
frem any interference: except such
evidence
of
the
growth
of
advanced
views
4
In
closing
I
wish
to
add,
that
a recent
no doubt that owr Catholic’ friends needas’ may be necessary to preserve the visit to the Free School of color at Mared the help: that they will find in the on the communion question, this sentence
peace. And it becomes daily less likely, \| tinspurg,in charge of J.!Clifford and lady,
Episcopal church, where education will from the editovial named: “We admit all
that he will be called upon te interfere students from Storer Normal School,
baptized
believers”
The
Journal
&
be opened to-all, as .it is not, uSually, in
even on that ground.”
Passions are coolafforded me great pleasure. They are
the Romish church. But how about the Messenger hastened to refer- to the mating.. The majesty of law is. gradially doing a good work, in a schoel of some
ter,
and
kindly
suggested
that.
we
had
Protestantism of 1he ‘*Protestant”, church
that thus harmonizes
with-what—the-val—i intentionally garbled the statement and impressing self upon lately defiant cit-:
izens; and people who would have fought
iant New York Observer calls one of the failed “to give the. full, ‘rounded expres- at a word a mouth er two ago, could now assure our friends everywhere, that this
sion”
of
the
Baptesi..
To
this.
we
replied:
branch of the school and mission work
most dreaded foes:of Republican institube with the greatest ‘difliculty provoked ‘amongst the freedmen is paying well
tions ? But leaving differences dside,here in the Star of Dec. 20, stating unequivoto it. Let patriots be true, andikeep in- for all the labor andmeans that have bden
is a paragraph from the Bishop's address’ .cally that we had given all there was to
sisting on the prevalence of law and jus‘give
which
could
in
any
way
affect
the
bestowed upon it. We ean not tell you
oii ™ig occasion of the reception of the
tice, and the end will be peace. At least, how happy we are ia witnessing
meaning
of
the
expression
used
by
our
so markchurch, which is full of the strength "nd
ed mantfestations of progress m this
.cotemporary,
Now the J. & AM. in jts ‘we will hope for that.
beauty of Christian uaity :
cawse. Our noble mstitution of learning
great anxiety forges: its courtesy amd
~
For myself tell you frankly,I take less
BRIEF NOTES.
has a elaim upon your confidence; and
satisfaction in contemplating the differ- proceeds to say:
The article that we: expected for this issue
Now we have not at hand the paraearncstly do we solicit your aid in its
ences between Christians than the agreefrom
Rey... Mr. Pentecost will appear next
ments among them; less pleasure in the graph of the National Baptist from which week,
behalf.
?
things wherein we are divided than’ in the quotation is made, nor do we yet bei
A. H. MORRELL.
The improvement of publie opinion is shown
those better, deeper, and grander things lieve that the Baptist ever intended to be
Harper's Ferry, West Va., Jan. 1877.
understood to say what the Ster claims in its present estimation of dueling. Onee ‘it
in which we are one.

in the

will

deserves.

ing that the State shall not be a party to
sectarian education. Why discriminate in

teemed for genialiatercourse and liberal in the South and their wore violent cosentiments, espeeially upon the subject of workers in the North are net likely to
i
communion.
Though he had attained to prevent this, for the people are- soverthe Episcopal and the Catholic churches
will not be surprised to learn that a church | a ripe old age of nearly sevemty-eight eign and their ** settled policy”is to inof the latter faith has lately been receiv- years, he was until a few days be- _augurate the man whom they have ehos-

nition of the divine intention in

divine

ally favor the ratification of that one requir-

sons who believe that there is a strong
sympathy as well as similarity between

That is good enough. But will it be
enforced ? That is to determine its real

in the direc-

Softly and tenderly were the first

inconsistency of the men who oppose rat- Weare glad to observe that at the New- verses rendered, and when they came to
Aifying this article of the proposed amend- ‘port meeting they handled this Subject the last there was no less
Sweetness of
ments is shown in the fact that they gener- with dignity and with the gravity that it- tone, but there was more volume and

fice.

God’s providence as exclusively in favor
of the man with the Testament, for if we
do, how shall we account for the providence which saved a fellow soldier’s life
in the same ranks by interposing between
the bullet and the heart a pack of
cards ?
:
:
No; it is not quite safe forwus with our
present knowledge to undertake a defi-

The extent to which the supreme

power has been

as

which

tion of all human affairs, has ever been
. held with unanimity and has constituted
an essential feature in the Christian sys-

tem.

dispensation,

well as under the old. Together they constitute *‘meat” in God's house, as offering
complete and satisfactory. The tithes must

heeded, but it will hardly do to interpret

tion afresh to the doctrine of Divine Providence.

the

in

have occurred during the past few weeks
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Our municipal election occurred in DecemThe pastor,
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As over tife’s sea we go,—
f
But who shall number the wrecks that lie

editor

THE WRECK

Gatheriog by thousands’ therey
Year by year, in that realm of fear
Where dwell remorse and despair?

10st by the wreck of the *-Schifler” in the English
who

Channel. Judge Nathan Crosby, of . Lowell,
lost a daughter and granddaughter by this disaswrites

ter, in a letter to the ** Globe”

thus :—* The

iudgment of the Court is ‘#hat the entiré neglect
pn for nayigators when
of dhe precautions laid
this tex:
the sole cause of
approaching Scilly,’
truth is there had
flisgraceful
Tile calamity’ The
that
ship
ill-fated
that
been a social spree upon
afternoon and evening, which is . sufiicient-fo ac-

How lobg, O mau, wilt thou moyrw the ill,"
Yet fail its cause to trace?
Aud give to thy brother's murderer still

For the eyes that will not see—
That the power that worketh ano ther’s woe

Can be no true friend 19, theel

AE.

~

Famalp

19th Aug., 1875.)

«I koow that- ve
sighed

“ The voyage is almost o'er,
And ere the close of another day,
:
"We sh:ll reach old Englsad’s shore.”

to do when

Shall shine on their ocean grave.

morning.

« So did

I am

I

noth-

“J

“ Why not?”

asked fourteen-year
curled

up

on

And snatches of tuneless song.

« Because it is too dreadful. It
seem: so dreadful for us to do it.”

Still on the vessel holds her way;
Are there none the watch to keep?

Back! it is Scilly’s warning light,
And her dreaded rocks are near!

7

how do we do it ? Marion, it

And ere the alarm is heard below,
a sudden shock she strikes the rock,

And quivers from stem to stern.

Like the life-blood fggm a mortal wound,
Through the rift the waters gush,
And up to the deck of the hapless wreck
The trembling hundreds rush,

trusty. boat!

Marion

looked

speak.
«Saints

|

intent,” but

Lower the boats!” Bat who is there
“To slacken those coils of rope?

work"

said |

With the might of the sea may cope?
/

work,”

cried Marion;

“I'm tired of earth-

i

even baking a cake- upon
him, and then awakened

‘Where the billows over the sunken rocks

the

coals

him

out

his

sleep to eat and drink.
Commonplace,
wasn’t it ? Just as commonplace as for

Are dashing ceaselessly.

Now, well for those who have hope in heaven,

you to take grandma’s breakfast

For all earthly hope is past!
Each frantic hold on life must be riven—
The ship is sinking fast!
.

this morning. Do youn pot believe that this
messenger came as cheerily to

discouraged old prophet, asleep

. One mighty wave, that sweeps the deck—
One shriek of wild despair—
And the rushing waters. close o’er the wreck,

And the hundreds drowning there.

Now who has done this deed of death?
‘Was it thou, O pitiless sea?
And the sea

replies,

¢ It was not wrought by me.
:
By many a wreck, in many a storm,”
I have won a dread renown;
But the waves om my breast were sinking to
rest,
:
:
‘When that gallant ship went down.”
sea-washed Rock,

»
Hid as in ainbush there?
¢ Not mine the blame, I am still the same,

he was engaged in the temple service,
and that one brought the water with as

¢¢ Ithiok of
baking,” said
was excellent
“ The old

.

_ * Not mine, not mine, this deed of woe,!
No tempests were there to frown;
-X was half asleep on the rolling deep,

‘When tHe gallant ship went down.”
from view,

should

Not by the rock, or the winds, or the sea,

© ‘Was this awful ruin wrought;
0

flery Spirit. it ‘was by thee,
Who bring’st man’s skill to nought!
It was thom, with thy cup of malignant power,

More dire than Circe’s spell,

;

fretful,

Changing God’s image, in one short hour,
Into a fiend of hell.

=

angel

-

thon

hast

ng...

"wealth,

.

home

work,

of a

discouraged
and

doing

I

ferns this even-

2

« Perhaps thé angels

ask

quickly

to do certain

things down here on the earth. It would
be none the Jess God's errand that it was
an answered prayer.”
“
|
*s That means me,” said Marion.
wreck of prayed once that I might earn money to

of youth are there,
thee beguiled,.,
once pure and fair,
.

Gods

Grace.
LS
¢“ Why not?" asked Hortense,

Ta

hand,

And the wreck of the little child,
_ The wreck of home-comfort, the

“I

think

4

. | give an invalida trip fo the sea-shore, but

The ‘wreck of learning and fame,

The wreck of reason, the:wreck of health,
And the wreck of an honored name,
hl

‘is

on a large experience

sense in

wicked-

be

vite -order, who

* tithe

the

mint,

the

wayfarer over the

‘‘ Jericho

Road”

preparation of food for the sick,

The

boys

aim, which

One, among a

as his

soon

Splendors

employment,

with

and

of am Iceberg,

“ Azure Alps of Polar cold,”

from Boston, delighting themselves with
the wonders of Labrador, saw "this fine
sight while sailing up the Straits of Belle
Isle.

in fall view,

looming up in majestic proportions, a
huge, misshapen mass of ice, two hundred feet Jong. Soon another hove in
sight, and at times a score of th¢m could
be counted from the deck, floating mo-

again

was,

he

did not even know where

The great wonder was

tionless upon the

But

is “ to give

a careful

and

pains

literature

number are * The Origin of the conception of
God,” by Rev, George
Wis; * Theological

T. Ladd, Milwaukee,
Education,”
by Rev.

Frederick Gardiner, D.

D,,

Professor

in the

Berkeley Divinity school; ¢ An Exposition ot
the Original Text of Genesis I. and IL,” by

Rev. Samuel

Hopkins,

“ Without Form

Milton, N.Y.

aud Void;”

the

a}

§5.

* Implements of
-Demarestion—bee—

tween Man and Other Animals,” by Joseph P.
Thompson, D. D., LL: D., Berlin, Prussia;

¢ Horae Samaritanae;
rious Readings

of

or a Collection

the Samaritan

of Va-

Pegtateuch

compared with the Hebrew and Other Ancient
Versions,” by Rev. B. Pick, Rochester,N. Y.,
af
Lovie
“4 Gove
tal
Patronage
Knowledge,” by Prof. James Davies Butler,
LL. D., Madison, Wis.; * Natural Basis of

our Spiritual

Language,”

by; Rev.

W.

M,

Thompson, D. D.,of the Syrian Mission, author of ** The Land and the Book.” VI.—The
Sun of Righteousness; * The Slavic Races and
Pacslavism,” by Kev. Cyrus Humlin, D. D.,
Constantinople;

* Dr.

P,

Asmus

gion”

on ludo-

b

Besser, Kloster U. L. F., Magdeburg; “John
the Baptist,”’by Rev. Calvin E. Park, West
Boxford, Mass. ; * Prof. Max Muller and his
George W.
Critics,” by Rev.
American
Wright, Andover, Mass. ; * Notices of Recent.
Publications.”—Andover,Mass.: W.F.Draper.

transformation

As the

withthe

pastor to inform himself of the prozress of
thought.in
this active and progressive age,
without unreasgnable
encroachment on his
time or purse.”
The contents of the Jatuary

scarcely

are

hymns

Faber’'s

paralleled

for

tender-

for depth,

and

real poetic sentiment,

ness, force and love to God. . “Our Heavenly

Father,” “Jesus, My God and My All,” “The
Sorrowful World,” “Music,” and many others

author

gays in the preface, “ The trail, worn smooth
by countless thousands of weary feet, is coveredby an iron road; railway trains flash ina

His name and
might be cited as examples,
sacred songs are familiar things in the church,

and the selections from his hymns recently
published by the * Willard Tract Repository”

few days over the vast spaces where once the
wagon of the emigrant crept painfully through

edi-

The

welcomed.

will be gladly

months of travel. Towns and villages occupy
the old camping-places of the wandering gold

(Boston)

seeker;

volume of 170 pages, whose contents will cou-

and the telegraph wire

lonely hollows

gnee

lighted by his watch-

After the various adventures

just

Monthly,

the mauy

and will supply a want often-felt by

persons whb are frequently wishing to consult
the

It comprises

that excellent magazine.

ti

tles and authorship of all the articles from the
first number in 1857 down to the present time;
a few

—that is, excepting

whose

authorship

has been withheld by request,.and about thirty
others in the first volumes, when the names of

Which

"We expect that

Atlantic

the

to

published by H. O. Houghtov & Co., Boston
is prepared with discrimination and accuracy,

the writers did not appesr, whose authorship
the compiler of the Index could not ascertain.

befall emigrant travelers, they reached California, and though they did mot gain princely
fortunes,yet-they succeeded better than many
others, and returned home with ‘sufficient to

start them well in life.

reader.

sole and bless every sincere

The Index

executed

finely

and the result is a handsome,

sings through

Smith,

by R. Pearsall

done

was

torial work

years old, who, tired of the poor prospect at
home of earning money, started on the over-

himself.

north ;

was furand

days.

year

—to render it possible for the busy scholar and

Heres a little about the various forms
and the everchanging colors of the ice- land journey to the land of gold. Five of them.
were from Illinois, the other
from Boston,
bergs in the sunlight:
:
and we ofthe New England States can not
+» Few sight§ are more inspiring and as- help feeling a (ittle proud over the frank, mantonishing than the flowing ice mountains
that travel’ down the coasts from the ly way in which the ‘* Boston chap” conducted

from

strength

and

‘emigrant

This standard quar ter-

fill the proper function of periodical

about 12 Bunker Hill Monuments under] only just thut those who come after the piowater, one on top of another, and 2 above peers should sometimes recall their travels,
struggles and triumphs.”
The story is of half
the water.
a dozen boys
from thirteen to twenty-one

’

health

trace of the

376.

different schools, ancient and modern, in_ethi-

are real boys, getting

wonderfu!

pp.

cal philosophy
aud in Yeligion, and thus to ful-

indignant and angry as boys will, and then
apologizing 2nd making up, in the truly good
bumor that boys show when their better feel-

The

This would bes

taking explanation of the spirit and genius of

employs only a
- piety which is

which has passed over the Western part of our
country within the last thirty years, has
tended to remove all memory as well as every

A

about

best of claims to a wide patronage. Each number is evidence of its successin compassing its

who

er the land.

are

hand.~12mo.

Bibliotheca Sacra.

denounced; it is only the shoddy article.

long time.

at

ly enters upon its forty-seventh

an atmosphere of

true
Christian
love, and
healthy tove. It isnot true

people

(81.50).

have sought to hold up. te ridicule all Christians because some are wrong-hearted, our au-

thor writes, surrounded by

married

embarking in housekeeping.

as applied by ignorant sincerity or presuming
knavery, is shown to be the. root of modern
Phariseeism, and an’ encouragement to sin=ning.
;

thik my

newly

good book to have

wherein

some

ete., combine

estimation, that has lately been published.
great msuy

life, which regards the grand apd far-rescbing
results of Christ's life and death in the light
of a narrow commercial transaction by which

We are glad to note that, “unlike

diagrams

to make this the best book of its kind, in our

Very clearly, indeed, has the anthor illustrat.
ed the false theology, as the parent of a false

I

The

bow to ornament and serve various dishes,the

anise

that the largest ones must have been over
2000 feet under water.
| A Captain Damont d'Urville saw an
iceberg in the southern ‘ocean 13 miles

100 feet high.

While the

Indigestible materials are only sparing.

ly provided for in the volume.

he falls among thieves is strikingly portrayed.

[I've got

sha'm’t

volume.

as consult ecorlomy in the furnishing of their

and the cummin,”who are prompt to say, “de=
part,
be ve clothed and fed,” seems to have
been the author’s design. Tn deing this most

it is, to

street as

as well as. native gooy

the

for setting the table, the illusteations showing

all, and you'd

:

preparing

receipts are such as to commend themselves
to fashionable d inner-givers, and even to epi.
cures, they will be especially prized by such

to summit. In bight this wouldbe equal to fires. This is all right and natural; but itis

:

(82-00).

«

The January numberof the Christian Dan:
ner, published by the American Tract Society,

while

the boys read this volame with that keen interest for adventure which all boys have, some
of their fathers, who thirty years ago took the
“same journey overland to the Pacific, will ens
joy itas only those can who are able to prove
its fidelity of description by their own memo-

Boston, containing a series of sketches by Mrs.
Jane

Chaplin;

D.

au

interesting

from

letter

BEogland; a report of a sermon by: Dr. Wm.
Taylor, of the Broadway Tabernacle, New
York; editorial articles; original missionary
intelligence, prepared for the monthly concert;

ries of; the scenes and times of those days.

Suvonar

a sketch of that wonderful preacher,
ola, by Arthar Gilman;

placid sea, in fuil splen-

and

for

articles

chil-

By Charles Dudley War- dren. “The whole is furnished at the low price’
dor of color and fantastic frost work, IN THE LEVANT.
ner, author of My Summer in a Garden,”
his noble rescuers did not consider their and shedding dazzling” brightness in the
of 50 cents a year, or to clubs at 50 cents.
« Back-log Studies,” *‘ Saunterings,” ** Bagdmays of the unclouded sun.
At the desk. next to refracted
work yet done.
deck, and that Sort of Thing,” **
‘My Winter
The New Hampshire Register and BusiRogers's, in the business office where he. Here wf dined fomess, perched up-| on the Nile,” &e. Boston: Jumes R. Osgood
on a fountain
marble two hundred
‘ness Directory for 1877 is at hand, and will be
&
Co.
12mo.
pp.
874.
($2.00).
no.
was cwployed, sat another clerk, who feet high; there was a minavet and spires,
have tested the excel
The next best thing to traveling ourselves in sought for by those who

|

kept an eye upon him for his good, and, from every one of which gleamed
Claremont Mani
lences of its prdecessors.’
foreiga lands, is to read an interesting deseripin fact, accompanied bim like a shadow countlesss rays of light; an ancient fa~ tion of the travels of some one more fortunate facturing Company, Claremont, N. H,, pubto his meals and to his bed at night. It cade, with columns standing and broken ; than we. In these times when each local fiews- lishers. (25 cts.) a
was the Scotchman’s son.
This arrangement was, of course,

mu-

tually understood, ‘but at times, when
Rogers felt confident of his victory over
appetite,

it

hurt

his

pride

to be-so

watched, and be would indignantly ask

if bis friend could not trust his honor.
« Your honor has been very. sick,” his

friend ‘would remind him. ‘Until we
are sure it’s well ‘and sound again, we'll
put no burdens on it.”.

wf

Lg

Two years this remarkable watch-care

continued,

and

the

drunkard

reformed

was a free man indeed. He had never
ceased to thank his friends for their un:
paralleled . fidelity
married now

to

him.

a _prosperous

Rogers
man,

with

is

happy homeof his own, which "his aged |
fn

;

single monumental shafts; a massive triumphal arch, through and under
yghose
lofty portals the vessel might have
filed
with ease; the grandest of all, a colossal
temple with two lofty pinnacles, changing
as it passed to a schooner under full sail.
Some of the bergs were of emerald, in
crusted with frost work, and ethers of
deep blue; and a beautiful mist, changing its colors every minute, played about

them during the day.

paper has

its foreign

correspondent,

and _so

ina Garden,” and find something

amusing to

chronicle on each page, would be a safe
to amusetient even in the

Desert

guide

We should prepare to smile when nothing but
LS

’

“In the Levant” is a continuation ofa nar-

cating

Moslems.”

that'one of the doomed masses had

Fiftéen hundred icebergs’

were counted in one day, presenting an
endless panoramaof grandeur and beauty.
132,

Answers to Bible Questions,
Matt. 16: 4—8; Mark 7: 10—14,

183.

Gen. 47:11.

.

os!

Winter

on the

Nile,

among . Mummies

and

(Chis volame begins with the de-

parture of the patty from Joppa, and contin
ues with the journey to Jerusalem.
Very ev-

idently the author'does hot look
Land through the

so many have worn,

sentimental

at the
glasses

Holy
which

Wliile impressed with

its wonderful scenery, enjoying

its romantic

beauty and valuing the sacred’ associations
£3

‘

‘Another

y

.

3

excellent

2

help 13

Sunday-school

Through the Eye to the Heart,by Rev. WwW. FE

)

tion of some of the mighty bergs. At intervals fields of broken ice drift by, indi-

Luke 2: 51.

phia,

of Sahara.

rative of a journey, the first part of which is
described in a previous volume entitled ** My

134.

40 Sunday school teachers and schelar”in the
study of the International lessons. - Published
at the Sunday School Times office, Philadel-

prepare a new ang interesting book of travels.
But the man who could write “ My Summer

When the airis a waste of sand was before us, for he would

at times deep intonations are heavd—cer‘tain premonitions of the speedy dissolu-

already fallen.

The. Scholar's Quarterly, for the first quar:
ter of 1877, will be found full of hintd and helps

many return from abroad to publish # journal
of their wanderings, it is not an easy matterto-

still, ‘sharp “cracks like pistol shots, and

a

all the opportunity I had to.do her good mother shares,
Is not this instance of rare and patient
{ was to make her bed every morning. I
J
4

out by

plotting

combines pructical

table.

ed by a dome which very much resembled that of St Paul's Cathedral. = This
must have been over 3000 feet from base

opened correspondence with his mother,
whom he had lomg neglected, and who

«+ Perhaps saints and angels don’t have
little plang of their own; interposed

. With a sorrowful
sigh we see them lie

Around us‘on every
The wrecks of age and
"7 Aud of manhood by
The wreck of woman,

envious,
shirking

did want to arrange my

made -on the

sea
More hast thou made on the land!

and

something to please himself instead.

> Thou did’st it,—enslaver of man’s free will!
. Thou—kindler of deadly strife!
Trig
IThou—his betrayer to every ill!
;
Thou—foe of his better life |
“Mawmy the wrecks

As

about everybody

“ Just
willful,

trampled

and

It

moved to pity and indignation for the hollow
piety of the men and women whose ideas of

hight, and is said to have been surmount-

months of daily impending death,

?

solemnly.

and

publish 5

nnss sographically-described that the listener is

group of these ice mountains, off the
Banks of Newfoundland was 480 feet in

fnoned when needed, at last set him on
and even
his feet again, after weeks

¢ Dil do it this very evening,” promised
Marion,

life, bruised

hypocritical selfishness

Their}
His friends did not forsake him.
broke loose from the eternal glaciers incare, and the aid of medical skill, sum- side the frozen line. A pleasure party

It’s poky ‘ork, and I
in the village.
hate it.”
‘ As the angel said that was sentoto
write upon the walls of the king’s palacc,” commented Hortense.

"Through the darkness of that night.”

weak

nished

and so eager for news

been

and,

were restored, young Rogers

Wood ; she isso far away from her

re-

lin-

than 300 feetin hight, we must conclude

long and

the

it was his last chance.

didn’t write that letter to-day to old Miss

have

came,

we

« That reminds me,” said Marion,

humble

Sometimes only one-fourtéenthor one-

them not to forsake him, but have patience, and see him through. He knew

way

‘odds

image

and somehow

York)

the household on

instruction®in ti¥leart with hints as 10" the preparation and serving of dishes, and inform.
tion about the fashionable way of entertaining
guests at breakfast, lunch aud diuner, The
author (Mrs. Mary F. Henderson) bas drawn

anhood to charm, or dawning love of maiden-

The Size of Jeebergs.

:

set apart,

ministration held in his heart, how grand

it to do

mind,

(New

PRACTICAL COOKING.

‘We have before us one of the most interest| ing books for boys which we have met in a

trembling, he thanked them, and begged

and perhaps

‘ends.’ ”

-~Till all teo late, when the stroke of fate
. Fell on that hap less crew?
‘ % Thick was our curtain over the tide,
Veilng the beacon light;
But the sounding ‘line
‘ their guide

their control,
Then reason

that, will be accepted.”
;
*« If you do it to do his will on earth, it
certainly will be;” answéred Hortense.
«If we knew what place each loving
would think

Harper & Brothers

»

really useful volume for

oo) Noah Brooks.
well as you did when I came in.
But if Tap Boy EMIGRANTS.
Vit
tratio
h
I can’t do anything else, I can cheer you
W. L. Sheppard.
Rew York:
LR
up a little.
Armstrong
& Co. 12mo.
pp. 309. ($1.50).
For sale by Nichols & Hall.

not wealthy, and

like a wild beast, to break away

Ill takea
on my

and profitably entertained.

gers there ps a welcome memory.
There is
no attempt at ** fine writing” in this book; ne
sighing lovers in sylvap bowers; no gentle
zephyrs, nor etherial skies; no graces of wom

duty done ualess I cheer her up a little
before I sleep. Good-by.
How pale you
look, Cornelia ! I dont believe .you have
a good doctor. Do send him away, and
try some one else. You don't look so

ing young Rogers and ministering to his

strength of it forty days and forty nights;
we can’t make such cake as that, Gracie.”

‘Was it you, ye sea-Mists, hanging low,

was

that when I help in the
Grace; * I suppose that
cake, not sourn or heavy.”
prophet journeyed in the

Graham loaf to Auntie Gray

It might

another sick friend,and
1

Scotch-

wants.
FE
- Deprived of his liquer, the poor fellow
was soon raving in the horrible -delirium
of mania a potu. He cursed and raged
at his guardians, ‘and bit and fought them

| to school. in the morning,

Thejoy from so many a home?

Scotchman

In a chamber specially

merrily. ‘I thought that I bad to talk
| about good things and quote the Bible, to

Was it thou, O Wind, in thy stormy play,
Lashing the waves to foam?
:
With a sudden gust did’st thou bear away

rk
and the good

Scotchman and his son took turnsin tend-

be like the angels; but now

singular

Well, I must be going now.

un-

the young drunkard an attendant.

lieve that I can be an angel,” said Grace,

Points out the danger nigh.”

How

Saturday.

of

Bap-

the

mains fixed in the

Scarlet fever has broken out in the town,

though well aware of the trial and struggle that must follow, he could. not afford

«« Perhaps we might if people bad to

And all the night the beacon light

Hiding the rocks

The

take such journeys. I am beginning to be

And the chart would tell them where,
‘While all the day,with clouds of spray,
The breakers show where I lie;
:

__

a

tree, to bring him water and cake, as did
the angel that came to Zacharias, when

news of the comingof John
tist?”
ok

stands revealed a real hero, whose

thoroughly

being

besides

Laud,

of the Holy

une

itself, until the climax i¢ reached and the simple-minded, ungainly,
sinned-against youth

Cornélia. Little Isaac Potter has it, and
I saw yourdJimmy playing with him last

man took his ragged subject by the arm,
and led him to his own house.

much zeal as the other brought the glad

with measured sighs,

‘Was it thou, thou rugged,

with a sneer.
« Come, then,”

tired,

under

after dinner, for they will get a fine description

Now don't fidget so; it will be

saw a baby’s funeral down the

the fellow,

+‘Oh, you can try it,” quoth

up stairs
the

Book for ministers with the dyspepsia to regq

vigorous

out with

Itis just the

scriptions of places and scemery.

hu-

sixteenth ofan iceberg is above the water,
costed him and asked him if he was not
but never more
one-seventh
than
or one
J
.
’
J]
“Dick Roger's son.”
time and places where the j.lol of the story is
|
eighth
of
it.
.He replied that he was.
.
So that when we are told that Dr. laid. None of our younger readers can re- « Well,” said the man kindly, “Dick Kane in his first cruise counted 280 ice- metnber what an electric thrill ran along our
Rogers was my early friend, and for his bergs ut one time, most of which were country from town to farm-liouse, through the
valleys and over the hills, when the news of
:
1 would like to save his boy. Will
feet“in hight and some more ihe discovery of gold in California flashed ov.
250
“f'over
52
10
like
woul
1
Sake
you let me?”

for

of

in

its chief vq).

ue consists in its bunor, , Mis full of fine de.

dollars.

a man ac-

shop for his early dram, when

common

But we should do it injustice

the impression that

if we convey

you all. There was a faiffily at
Hill all killed last week for a few effectually, the natural result to the neglected

came along.

man.

honorable

of two noble-hearted and

watch-care

what sort of a work is he doing? An angel brought a cruse of water to Elijah,

Could hardly live in that sea,

off

hi

we take u whole chupter, for bulfof

book to enjoy it.

never know it.
. it is made to absolve from all sin, whether reMost of them that have their senses pented of or not, and to become, to use the author’s words, * what to millions of mean patmake bad use of them, though; that ures it actually is—a substitute for conscience,
ought to be your comfort, if it does turn and 2 convenient mask to conceal from a man
‘| out to have anything dreadful the matter the actual lineaments of his own rascalities.”
with it. And many don’t live a year.
| In A word, the * Jesus-paid-it-all” doctrine,

selfish strangers.
. The poor young drunkard, already in
the last fatal stage of a long debauch,
was one morning d&eeping to a grog-

ly work.”
.
*“ You dear child,” smiled Hortense,
““ when an angel is sent to the earth

Vainly the signal guns resound,
3
And the rockets rise o’er the wave,—
Ere the life-boat over the tide can bound,
gre will be none to-save.
The boldest swimmer, who danger mocks,

went

v

intend to

ble, while reading some dry passage, over 4
sentence so laughable that we lay down the

murder
Kobble

that age!

His reform was slow and fearfully difficult,
and he owed it entirely to the patient’

are not set aside {o be done at any
time.”
*« Oh, I wishthat I might do angels’

Deaf to the word of stern command,
Or powerless to obey.
And some there are in their drunken sleep,
Stretched on the cabin floor;
There they must lie, for their comrades’ ery
‘Will never arouse them mote.
:

and

bet

the wit is in the surprise with which we stun.

promising material, the author “compels the
reader to a growing interest and Keener “sympathy in the central figure as the plot unfolds

better she

be sure, that you can't tell whether a child
is blind,or deaf and dumb, or a cripple at

tobacco and whiskey,”

industrious,

an

ble unless

You thought Bridget was

Poor little dear!

Sofie time ago the New-York Tribune
told the strange story of a wretched youth

became

¢ odds and ends,’ in his work ; little things

“Blocking each other’s way,

never

rags, smellingof

‘¢ and

we have only oddsand ends.”
_¢40dds and ends,” repeated Hortense,
indignantly.
* God does mot have any

stalwart sfrength

heart,

here

bad for the baby.

is a

following

The

book.

and end with praying
aud talking and psalm singing.
And just here stands revealed the real aim
watching them? Well, no, she isn’t.
I
saw her taiking to a man at the gate. He of the author. To hold upto view that class
looked to me like a burglar.
No doubt of professed Christians of the Priest and Lew

young.

who, from * a mere animated bundle

to do,”

| remarked ' Grace, enthusiastically,

Maddened some, and senseless some,

he

not

ordaining,”

of God's

Hortease.
“ They have such grand

4

did

the

manity,

which he embodies

contrasts

We did

paragraph.

sensons every

I dare say Providence'll take care of him. ‘Christian duty begin

him ; and when he once fairly takes hold,
lets go.

of this

story is a success, for, starting

whether you knew your little

Don't look so.

turning

no

there’s

up,

made

announcement

and

the balcony in a clothes basket.
Gracious goodness, what's the matter!

SAW HIM THROUGH.
They say when a Scotchinan , ence gets
his mind

the

Co.

Billy was sailing about in a tub on the hood to thrill,—nothing but the story of a

vivid example, nat only of Scotch persistlove. their work. ency, but1 of Christlike faithfulness.

and angels

‘land (is | because it is

near—
a
‘We may keep ourselves afloat.

me

in

&

the

challenge at- | muke some extracts 10 “show how irresistible
is the humor’of the volume, but it i impossj.

ideas about Christian duty

mill-pond,: and that your little Sammy
was Jetting your little Jimmy down “from

She smiled all to herself after tea, when
she heard Grace ask Will if his coat pocket were mended yet.—Jennie M. Drinkwaler in Advocate and Guardian.

leave off doing, prayingor shirking ?”

_-

yet the

strikes

wondered

time

hundredth

room,+and listen for the

McClurg

Saxon. ‘Considered on its dramatic side, the

as if you were down stairs; and I
thought in just

to her stories of when she was

that you ‘and I are hypoerites.”
- - Marion assented humbly; it did: look
like it.
« Now the question is, which shall we

Or the ship can stay or turn,

‘ but

and sit in grandma's close dim-lighted

herself in her chair with the air of one all
ready for a talk. ¢« It is just as dreadful.
Every day we work contrary to our own
‘prayers; we ask that we may do his will
on earth jast<as it is done in heaven, and

Chilling the heart with fear,—

“Haste, for the leak is gaining fast,

doesn’t

. « It does to me,” said Hortense,settling

In the heavens afar there shines not a star,
But there is one ou the deep,
Stealing through the mist on the sight,

Marion,

Well

like
a flash, Jemima is young to bring
the baby up by band. ‘But you must be
careful, and not get anxious and_ excited.
Keep ‘quite calm, and don’t fret about
anything. Of course, things can’t go on

sample of all my days.”
But Hortense did not speak; she had
intended to braid on her cloth sicque that
evening, but she resolved to go up-stairs

rug

reading St. Nicholas.

With boisterous shouts, and the joyless laugh,

Lord's

Story of Western

The character of the book. however, is not
a matter to guess at, The nuthor, who is ev.
idently a mivister, has some very positive

she'll let him take the impression’ of, the
«¢ I can’t bear to think of all my life,” door-key in wax, and then he’ll get in and
cried Marion, impetuously ; ‘‘ to-day is a

old

the

with spasmsin

Hortense took up her shuttle, and
Marion set resting her chin on her hand.

Marion;

tention

was, and all of a sudden she was taken ill

‘Oh, dear,where's Gabriel ? do they?”

can’t think of it.”

Grace, who was

1,” confessed

the

.

every: one saying how much

pray

A

Jansen,

There are two things which

now, how do you know? You can't tell.
You, think you are getting better, but
there was poor Mrs. Jones sitting up, and

at herself, ** They don't say in heaven,

re.

plied Hortense, dropping her taiting into
« How shocking,” exclaimed

that

to

:

' You do n't mean to'die yet, eh?

returned

{liing

I heard you

ROAD;

Chicago:
(£1.00).

Everywhere

tween the ways and customs of to-day ay
tie majesty of Bible memories comes so vivid.
ly belore him that his quaint sense of humop

friends often say: “Ils such: The first is the suggestive title, and! the other
sed you, Aunt Doleful. You is the provoking silence as to its authorship.
flow of conversation, and are Innumerable-guesses: have been made, with
Besides, I said to- myself, sas the usual barren results, and still the mystery:
remaing,
.
the stairs: “Perhaps it’s the

alive.”

that petition touches every
hearts, and every work of our
our
hands.”
Nie
The door was opened suddenly, and a
quick voice called, ** Grace, come and set
the tea-table!” . ¢ Oh, dear,” 'pouted Grace, ** where's
Bridget ?” Then she sprang up laughing

that I am

her lap.

At this birthday feast must flow.
Around the board the cup they quaff,
That reckless sailor throng,

.

this

conclusion

What a hard

for! I always thought
prayer was easy.”

‘I meant

¢ Just think of an angel shirking,”

Hark! there are sounds of revelry
Come rising up from below;
For the fiery drink that tempteth man

,

and

to me.”

Over the darkening wave,
;
.
And none can dream that the sun’s next beam

Where are the hands whose

book

back,”

do youdo, Cornelia?

‘Life,
1877.

last time I shall ever see Cornelia Jane

i

in heaven.

ing but a Christian shirker! I'rather suspect the earth is full of shirkers who pretend to be. workers, buythat’s no comfort

No; all seems well as the twilight falls

is drear,

I awoke

nothing

THE JERICHO

VISIT.

were ill, and I stepped iv to cheer you up

“ Then that's the first thing to do,”
said practical Grace, ** it’s pretty hard
work to do his will on earth as it is done

to-day.”

“her

not a Christian worker at all,

that

On the strand of the world unknown?

Though the night

closing

have come to "the

«In the voice of the sea no tone,

eagh

shirked

1 left undone a dozen things that

Is there no whisper of coming fate—

And lower

Marion,

keeping

Hortense.

drawing near the fire, “ but I could not
rest until 1 knew whether or not Gwenand I have
dolen married Grandcourt!

Joyful the weary landsmen say,

Which sounds like the plash of the tides
dash

bim,

WORKERS AND SHIRKERS.

* Across where the wide Atlantic rolls,
Safely the ship bas pass'd,
With her precious fr ight .of three hundred
souls,
\
«o
She is nearing the land at last,

With

Cirele.

DOLEFUL'S

alittle. My
a comfort to
have sach a
50 lively I”
I came up

but his will, and we like to do ever so
many other thing."
:
« Not if we have given our wills up to

Westcombe.

AUNT

How

do his

angels are ministers of his that

Alas! for the heart.that will not Know—

of New York, & saved passenger, said to the “Her*
ald” correspondent :— ¢ Many of the crew and pasofficers hdvs were intoxicated, one of the
{ se
ing celebrated his birthday that evening.’ One of
ndent
correspo
the
informed
officers
Schiller”
*
the
of the London * Standard’{ that many persons on
struck,
she
when
unk
Ww!
board of the 8
y {stéerage pasan
and that sevirs} deine
Swept away
yi
Senfery lay helpless un
in Paris says,
the waves. $ Sen fern
by
The birthday celebration is spoken of there freely
for the accident.’ ’'—Boston Cong.
as accounting

+

“| pleasure! What a good definition that
would be of Christian workers,” Marion
'| drew a long breath.
:
« But,” Grace looked almost vexed,
“ the angels can’t wish to do anything

In thy home a cherished place ?

count for all the neglect,” confusion, the suffering
Mr. Stern,
and loss of life of that dreadful hour.

a

‘“ Oh, what

Se
le
"
queer angel.”
Hortense spoke in a. lower tone, “Tu
“heaven his will is done instantly, submissively, rejoicingly, unquestiohingly. The

-

ridiculous,

— Youth's Companion.

jrace laughed and suid,

Who can count those. wrecks of the soul,

souls were

[Some months since, more than 300

recalls to mind, he bus also & keen eye for fy,

Fiterary Redick, |

kindness a blessed
immitation'' of the
Friend that sticketh closer than a brother ?

to me.

In the awful depths below?

THE SCHILLER.

OF

didn't like it either; I even said. that I
| wouldn't do it when it was first proposed

Wrecks on the surface, drifiing by,

17, 1877.

STAR, JANUARY

MORNING

THE

it

Crafts, a revised adition of which is just pub".

lished by Nelson & Phillips, New York.
popular feature of the book in its present
form is an appendix containing black-boar
exercises, object illustrations, etc., on the International lessons for 1877,

’

>
« The Ladies’ Almanac? for 1877 put in
a
timely appearance, ‘whatever miay be

O ~
about the time of this notice, It is a hapdsne
MemOH
and
ac
Alman
and convenient
combined. It is published by George Coolidg
’

had of new
City Hall, Boston, and may be
country :
the
of
part
any
dealers in almost
*
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ry
x

o

\

££.

v

%
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chatacéter that' enabled him to triumph

The time is short; the more the reason, then,
For filling it as full as it ean hold
With thrills of beauty, yearnings for the truth,
And joys of love and Mbor manifold.
should

it chance, as we would

fain be-

’ Life's glory waits us in some other sphere,

Its first great joy shall be we did not miss
God’s meaning in the glory that is here.

—John

W. Chadwick.

In every man there is a poet
who dies young.
— St. Beuve.
;
Few persons suffer from ‘suggestions
brain nowsa-days.—Mrs: Partington.

of

the

‘We speak of educating our children. Do we
know that our children also educate us? Mrs.
~ Sigourney.
(
All

brave

men

love;

for

he only

i8 brave

who has affections to fight for, whether in the
daily battle of
Hawthorne.

life or

in physical contests.—~
:
ay

Patriots spring up like mushrooms. I could
raise fity of them in four-and-twenty hours, 1
It is
have raised many of them in ene might.
but refusing to gratify an unreasonable or insolent demand, and up starts a patriot.— Walpole.
=
SA
Sr

over

‘prises.to thé most sagacioug and ‘the best

coming

power

A REAL ESTATE."
that it is a time to make large

investments

in the land stself. We mean the country,
the nation, in its dnstitutipns, its equip-

ments for stability and defense, its agenwl“cies for the spread of light and
edge and Jove among its inhabitants,
his.
_ Jand—thiS national existence in peace
and freedom~—is our chief wealth,

Stocks,

money and real estate vest for their value
on public order and Rrbsperitn
They4
éy stan
have no other foundation.
:
firm, or shake-aad fall; with this,
If any man wishes to lay up anything
securely for his children, he had better invest freely in the country.
The well-be-

ins.
8 of

thiful-

Superly,
will,
«ing of his heirs, even as'to
pr
depend, more than on anything
e se,2, On

lure

and

the intelligence and justice and Christian
patriotism of the American people in the
* times that are to come after us.
These
things failing with the people, there will

s of

age,
| his

ary

be nothing certain in estate, real or per-

kee,
Rev.

the
n ot

” by

=

And

you must,

Your

propert

forming for the Riture 1

If you, and others hke

you,

you will get no permanent gain of all
your other laboring after money; and

The

your work and your

and
Dey

possessions and your

hopes for your children will perish together.— Congregationalist.

1do-

mmr tlre
lf lfpeesereeitemesem—

MM

ohn

THE MAN WITH SIX SENSES.
The following fine bit of characteriza-

Vest

| his

, tion

Ww.

he ate from

hers
and
eh,
antly
ory”
edimith,
uted
cou

smell,

sense

was

He owed to God

tertain.

of

lished

If,

somewhat

worship

and

He read his Bible

tired

confused

Christian

daily, not

for

Was proud or selfish—that he was proud
of hig position, influence, lus consistency,
his faultless behavior, or that all his motives centered in himself—that he even

4

calculated the market value of his principles and his virtues. He was quite unconscious that in all his intercourse with
others he was advertising an immaculate
and ‘‘reliable man.”
IE
LE

material age,in which greatness is as-

signed not so much for large attainments
as for the power to influence men and
control commerce and trade; to. shake

the ‘money

without

political influence, and in

times

were foremost in

men’s minds his name had no power in
shaping the policy of parties or in carryIng elections.

He had no taste foi liter-

ature or art, and was without influence

in cultured circles.

the men who

He was

no rival of

by - their professional ac-

quirements have placed themselves high

markets

of

the. world

and

In the ability to carry out ‘well designed
Schemes for this purpose. He knew the

powey
of money and credit, he knew how
10 make combinations, he knew how .to
monopolize.
He was clear-headed and

vi

shpat

J

"an. insertion.

SONG HERALD!
"SONG HERALD!

Persons wishing
-Morning Stdr,
must accompany
cents a line, to

Brevity

is

Newest and best for Singin,
H. R. Palmer, auther of Rone

specially

ing

hardships

energy

]

perseverance,

the

father

Book,”

containin,

A GERMAN
A certam

PAMPHLETEER.

German

pamphleteer,

as we

improvements in the preparations and arrangements for making war, which bring

batants, and civil territory

by these celebrated revivalists.

Price,

boards $3!

is to be

held

there are to be hospitals, well appointed

guard-houses for prisoners, etc,
Vast
cemeteries and depots for artificial limbs
are not forgotten. For the use of these
conveniences there shall be a regular
tariff of charges, while weapons of all
kinds may be bought or hired.
A wise
rovision shall require charges to be paid
fore battles are fought iu all cases, and
the surplusof receipts over expenses is to
be devoted to the maintenance ot the wid-

ows and orphans of the fallen.—The
:
ET

In-

..
an an

gr

,

an sens EEEEEEEEE

RUSSIAN TROOPS.
The correspondent of the London

Zele-

graph, writing from Odessa under date
of Dicember 3, graphically
describes

the mustering
of the Russian forces in
that neighborhood. The troops were being forwarded by rail and the long

hke fabric and a movable
for the Protection of the

wore

neither
t

tunic

under-garment

nor

trains

leather
nead.

hood

They

vest, their only

being a canvas shirt coat-

ed with tar. Their
fare was
equally
plain, consisting of black bread, by ht)
soup and beans, and five ounces each of
beef daily. Civilian passengers on the
trains were rare, especially ladies, the
elementtheeclipsing
every, other.
Themilitary
el
oficorsie-d
r
2
equipments, and their polished conversation contrasted strangely with the
coarse appearance of the privates.
rrr

———.
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PARAGRAPHS,
A Marfland jury declared

cum

v
e ground, E
shoud have it. Bound

Any
Pry

book s ent

that a man

a country
music commiltee-man of a
young lady who applied for a position in

the choir.

Worth, the Parisian costumer, says. he
has $15,000 in bad debts in New York.

Hereafter he is going to- sénd costnmes
home C. O. D. (cash on dress!)
In Eastern Turkey,the people on entering

church take off their shoes, but keep their

on,

An

1200.boots
church.

American

and

shoes

saw, at Anital,

at

the

door

of a

A
Newmarket (N. H.) compositor,
setting up Will Carleton’s “Out of the
Old
House, Nancy,” made it read ‘‘Oats
for that Old Horse, Nancy.”
. A Russian princess at the Hotel Bristol,
Paris, has seven servants, and lives at the

son accumulated a fair property. Feb, 8, 1809
he wus married fo Miss Lucy Martin, u lady of

a

year.

His

two

assistants

each get $50,000 annually for thew valuable services.
;
:

The Columbus (Ga.) Enquirer

relates

that Mr. J. E. Webster, of that city, when
a boy, plainly dressed, was refused accommodation for himself and mother at a

large hotel in Columbus.
the entire block
situated.

The remains

in

which

He

now

owns

the

notel

was

:

of a balloon

found on the coast of Iceland.
were some human bones,

have

been

In the car

forming

an

in-

An amusing story is told of the Baron

, 2 member of one of the oldest
and proudest families in France, who had

“arranged
for him,” a marriage with au

English lady ofiimmense wealth,
A few
weeks before the date appointed for the

wedding the Jover found

out that his be-

trothed, instead of being ofaood family,
as had been reported to him, was the

match,

~whereat

his

father,

Count

X=
, who chanced to. be a widower,
was sorely distressed. ¢‘So many milRotel all lost to the family. = Rather
than that should occur .he would marry
the lady himself.”
with, *

‘Which

he

did

of

13 Goucher and oros 0d

,
post-paid
upon;

receipt

CINCINNATI,

high attainments; and being located on the only thoroughfare from Vermont to Quebec, his

W.JOHNS’ PATENT al

of retai

—

0.

t Mortgage Coupon Bonds guaranteed.
the
\
© guarantee, as an assurance, that we
great revival that extended all through that
country, he and his companion embraced the 1.1021 not to exceed one third of the actual value.
0 Over sixgyears’ business never lost a dollar;
Saviour. In the winter of 118, he, with his never
delayed a day on- interest or
rincipal ;
family, consisting of parents, wife,and two } neither we nor our customer
s ever took
an acre
small daughters, in company with Roswell
of land under foreclosure. Send for
particulars
Bartlett (father of the writer) and family, re- and references, , J.B, WATKINS & CO ,
Lawrence, Kan., or Henry Dickinson, Manamoved to Greensburg, O., making the journe
ger, 72 Cedar Sireet, New York.
1y49
of seven hundred miles in thirty days wit

horse teams,

There was at that time but three

OUT-—SELLING

families in the township, who had settled there
the spring previous. Here h¢® urchased land

and commenced again to make a home
forest became a fruitful field.

five
the

Saviour’s love.

This was the first

IN

in a

death in the

they

occupied

a

position in

| CHURCH

the

He then became

Interested

in

the

ence to its upbuilding,
paying ‘liberally. for
the support of the gospel, an sharing largely
in all the incidental expenses.
Though not a
fermal member, he wag
a strong
pillar on
‘whom the church could
Yely with safety. His
house was the pilgrim’s home, where the sevrants of God always found a cheerful
welcome.
His was a religion of beneficence.
Having been educated from a child in the old
Calvinistic school, he was for several years ses
‘verely -troubled with doubts respecting
the
genuineness of his conversion; often fearing
that he had not been truly regenerated, and
that Satan’ bad
transformed
himself into
un angel of light to deceive him. But in fiper
Jears he was led to see more clearly the unounded love of God in the gift of his Son;
that Christ died for all, and that all might
come to Christ and live. This enlarged view
ave him new joys, and enabled him to drink
eeper and richer draug] ts from the wells of

salvation, and raised him to a higher plane

NEW

SILENT SEWING

(Cor. Bond 8t,) *

forth-

09

International DetectiveOffice
.

All kinds of information and testimony, (if exLegal

papers served -promptly. Theft and rascality
ail kinds ferretted out. Debts collected, etc.
Experienced
hand.

of

and reliable detectives always on
G. PENDERGRAST.

"TA

85

m

5

Visiting

2051.

SITUATION

chase, ) school

property,

etc.

Address *‘ Principal” A.
Bradley Co., Arkansas.

References

M.,

Box

23,

Practice.

Hundreds of graceful
movements.
For home, office, schools,
hospitals.
:
Price List.-No.1, for Chil%
Nab,

for Ladies and

Gentlomen

given.

Waren

dren 4 to 6 years 3 00. No.
2, for Children 6 to 8, $1.10.

No.4, for Children 10 tol4,

Children

14 years and RW

of extra strength, $2.50.

Arey

Full set, family

ire nenrly universal wherever it is placed betore
‘ic and its merits fully understood.
For Illustrated descriptive

m.

F

circulave,

terms,

the pub.

&e., address,

Goodyear Rubber Curler Cosy

Blymyer Manufacturing Cos,

|

PATENTS tests zee

oned, low-priced, warrant.

00 testimonials, prices, by

obtained for mechan.

sent free.
}

or other compounds, ornamental designs, trademark, and labels. Caveats, Assignments, Interferences, etc., promptly attended to. Inventions
that have been
:
:
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Illustrated Catalogue sent Free. >
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Wonderful career of

SANKEY

thie day she died, not feeling quite ‘well, her
friends had made her comfortable in bed and

HISTORY |

in Great Beitain and America 18 a suc-

cess everywhere. All want it—rich or poor. From
5 to 20 books a day’s work. If is the only complete
work published containing Mr. Moody’s Sermons
and
PRAYER MEETING TALKS. Has 643 pages,
steel portrait, and 12 sngravinzs, Priee $2. Ad-

left her-for a few minutes.
On returning to
the room they found her, Spirit had taken its

dress H. S.GOODSPEED

of the
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& ¢O., 14 Barclay St..

York, or 287 Vine 8t. Cincinnati,Ohio. [6m23 |
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NEW

DAY

COACHES

and magnificent
PARLOR SLEEPING

CARS.

With all the modern luxuries combined, express!y
to accommod:ite the largely increasing travel now
passing over this Favorite Routeto Californiu.

After crossing

into Iowa,

the

traveler passes

over the finest "Agricultural
ortion of the State
and tl rough Des Moines, its Capital.
When purchasing Throuzh Tickets, be sure they

are via the ROCK

ISLAND

ROUTE.

This Company have now opened their
SOUTH-WESTERN
DIVISION,
or
KANSAS
LINE. branching
off from
WILTON
STATION (on
Main Line)

j

and—ranpmg-direct—to
KANSAS,

LEAVENWORTH,

and

making this

Going East.

Time

Night

|fAtlan,
Xp’ss.

8.30am|
8.:
Chicago. Lv.
1
i
Michg’n City,
New - Buffalo,
Niles, = = =
Kalamazoo. Marshall,
*Jack’n|
Albion,
.
Exp’s.
Jackson, Ar. 2.
7.25am|12.50 *
Jackson, Lv.
Ann Arbor, - :
Wayne Junc.,
G.T. Junct’n.| 3.30 * | 6,00
*
Detroit,
Ar.

OXp'ss.

11.400

4
4
Y

05
10.00 + | 2.48 +
10.45
11.0 ©
*Jack’n|t

7

Eve'g

.|Exp’ss.|Exp’ss.

Desroit, Lv
G.T. Junct’n*
‘Wayne Junec.,
Ann Arbor, -

11.03 **

Ar.

Jackson, Lv.
Albion,
=~
Marshall, = [11,50pm
Kalamazco, =| L.15 *
Niles,~ =~ ; - 3.11
New Buffalo,| 4.13 *
Michg’n City,| 4.35 **
Chicago, Ar.' 7.05 *
*Sunday excepted. § Saturday and Sunday excepted
t+ Daily.

HENRY C. WENTWORTH,
1y7
G. P. & 7. A., Chicago.

H. B. LEDYARD,
Gen Sup’t, Chicago.

Lake Shore and Mich. SouthernR. R.
New Depot,

Van Buren Street, head

Chicago Trains.
|
Mail [via main line) ...... «|
Special New York Express
Accommodation s.v.eeees. «|
Atlantic N. Y. Exprss (daily){
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of La Salle.

Depart. , Arrive.
*6'10 a m| .8:00 p m
|*8:30a m{*7:00 p 1p
23:40 pm| 11:10 a.m
5:15 p m| 9:00
am
110:20p'm) *6:10 4 m

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD.
Depot foot of Lake Street, and foot of Twenty-second
Street. Ticket Offfte 121 Randolph St.. near Clark.
CHICAGO
St. Louis Express,

TRAINS.
=

=

‘Leave.
=

=

| Arrive,

[*840a. m.*845 p.m

St. Louis Fast Ling, = = = =

airo,Arkan’s & Texas Express,
Cairo & New Orleans Express, *
Springfield and Peoria Express,*
Springfield Night Express, - = §
Peoria and Keokuk Express, «

[§8.30 p/m.(§7.30 a.m

830
8.40
8.40
8.30
|*8.30

p.m.
*4.30 p me.
a. m. i 7.30 a. me
a. m.|* 4.30 p. mq
p. m. § 7.30 a. m.
p. m. . 1.80 8. Mm.

ibuiis® Sout Cy Eafesd Ba 4 mt
ubuque
Sioux City
Expr
Shan Passenger, = = = =
* Except Sunday, § Daily.

.
|
«Me
2% 4.30 Pp. m,|*9.25 a. m.

Chicago. Burlington & Quincy R.
Depots foot of Lake Stréet, Indiana

R.

Avenue and Six-

teenth Street. and Canal and Sixteenth Streets. Ticket Offices 59 Clark Street, and at depots.

CHICAGO TRAINS.
most cases, be secured by us. Being opposite the
Patent Office, we can make closer searches, and
cure Patents more promptly and
with broader Mail and Express,
flaims than those ‘who are remote from Wash. Ottawa & Streater Passenger, Rockford, Dubuque & Sioux Clty
ngton.
Pacific Fast Line for Omaha, -

NYENTORS

Table.
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{* Mail. Expr’ss| Accom.
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P. 0. Box 6,156.
697 Broadway, New York..
"UBBER GOODS OF EVERY DESURIPTION,

anita

died at the home of-Mr.Gt. Trafton,in whose

3

by men,

and children.

\

stream some years before her. + A loved grand.
daughter cared for her inher last" years. She

FW.

The Most Complete System
OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE
Ever Devised for Home

&

B. church in Shapleigh, Khe fred! a life of
faith, and died telumphantly. Her husband
and all their children crossed the narrow

call

EMINENT PHYSICIANS.

floor, A pairof No. 7, ($4.00),
or-8, ($5.00), make a complete
tvinnasium and Health Lift.
Sent post-paid on r8ceipt of
. Exclusive Agencies grantedin unoccupied territory
Jixelusive rights to sell
the Pocket Gymnasium afford
"ie largest possible returns for small investments. Its sales

’,

A sister, 78

BY THE MOST

uze, 1 each, H to 6) Two 7's and Two 8's, 816.00. Nos.7 and
‘re fitted with a screw-eve and hook to attach to the wall or

MrS. BETSEY, Widow of the ‘late’ Samuel

the

City.

Goodyear's Pocket Gymnasium.

“for

Trafidn, died in Alfred, Dec. 23, aged 91 years,
SisieP ih was baptiaed by ew. panel,

waiting

York

WANTED.

No. 3, far Children
8 to 10, $1.20.

[3

years before heideath; she Ruled Eradually in
body and mind, but her faith failed not. ' ¢ He
giveth his beloved sleep. * 8. L. CILLEY.

is patiently’

yo

8L4). No 6, for Gentleman of moderate strength, $1.50.
«No, 7,ns® by Ladies, Chiidren or Gents, $2.00.
No. 8,

4

with the F.;Bi ehurchat Boston. Center. . For

Master to go up higher,

ACENTS

30.4.

California."
VIA THE

Condensed

Used standing, sitting or

by a married gentleman, a natiye of Virgin-

SONS,

Two Fast Express Trains leave Chicago daily
at 10.15 A. M., Sundays excepted: apg 10 P.M, Saturdays - excepted.
x
This Great Central Omaha Route has been
thoroughly eqaipped with
:

Jackson,
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to
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ELEGANT

Equal, -

reclining.

She came with

years old,

it has No

& For Salo by all Drugglsts..en

Cards, with Jour nane printed,

her children’to Mich, in 1866, where she united

departure for the heavenly home.

+

rfected and now
SOAP in the World.

address on receipt 0175 cen
“Address
T. Babbitt, ew

ENDORSED

Mailed.

a{ “GREAT

14th ST., UNION SQUARE, N.Y.

Route

used tn {ts manysacture.

women

ia, aged 45,who has had twenty years’ successsfal
experience as Principal—has- taught mainly
as
Principal of female schools.
Would accept a
salaried position, or would prefer to assume the
charge of 8 suitable school and look to same for
compensation.
Would rent (with view to pur-

united

grovided,

=
TOILET

sent for 25 cents.
We
have 100 styles.
Agents wants, 9 samples sent for stamp.
AH
FULLER & CO., Brockton, Mass.

ANTED

and mugic was to her a balm, Her character
was built on faith, on hope ‘and on love; but

been

to

Catalogue

Organs

THE CREAT OVERLAND

ceptive odors
to
] cover common and

100,000 in. use

with the F. B. church at Tunbridge, Easthill.
Her life was one of peculiar trialand privation,
yet she taught many of. meekness, cheerfulness, nuselfishness. She was a sweet singer,

family a quiet retreat had

E

or Che in the Nursery

Fo

Illustrated

40 EAST

to every mother and familyin ChristWorth ten times its cost
endom, Sample box containing
8 cakesof 6 0zs. each, sent

Single or .en suite, with or without board.
Location Unsurpassed. Within reach of |
several cars. The stages pass the door
References exchanged.
98 FIFTH AVE. COR. 15ta ST.

MRS. SusaN W. CILLEY, of Boston, Mich.,
fell asleep
in Jesus, Jan. 25, 1876.
She was
born in 1792 in Salisbury, N. H. When about
forty years of age,a sermon by Eld. Watson led
her to Cnrist,yet she then made no public profession. Shortly after she with her fumily moved to Tunbridge, Vt., where her husband,Capt.
Calvin Cilley, died, leaving ‘her with six children.
Gud was her refuge,and in 1839 she was

with: t

the

on

Unsurpassed.

jeNsn

eg Unrivalled

WARN]

Furnished Apartments,

J. B.

tiently to the last. . She leaves a husband, and
daughter with her family, an aged mother,
brothers and sisters; and other relatives, to
mourn their loss, while she has gone to be
with her Saviour, and friends who have passed
on before, in that happy home above.
8. 5. SMALL.

united.

trade.

ATCnISON,

y

offers to the public eg

‘the Tone, Touch,

Durability

The only
Line Controlled and Run
HENRY A. HURLBUT.
by Sno Company between
JAMES M. MORRISON,
Chicago and Kansas.
HENRY B. HYDE.
ETS
Can be. had at all
:
DANIEL DODD.
Through Ticket Offices
WILLIAM C. LAMEERT. TIC
of tne different Railways in the United States and
: .Canada, and at the Company’s Offices.
JOHN J. MiCGCCK,
HENRY 6. MARCUAND.
H. RIDDLE,
A.M. SMITH,
General Superintendent, General Passenger Agt.
EDMUND A. SMITH.
Chicago, Ill,
1y5
Chicago,
111.
WILLIAM MILES.
B. F, RANDOLPH:
Michigan Central Railroad.

article.

ELEGANTLY

Mes. BETseY Copp, wife of Samuel Copp,
digd in Corinna, Me., Dec. 15, aged 63 years
and 5 months.
Our sister experienced relig-

nearly 40 years since, and

to the

Magy

\

EARTH CLOSET CO.
Dey Street, NEW YORK.

y_and UPRIGHT

'MADE;

Second=hand Pianos and

All of great utility.
No competition to speak of.
WAKEFIELD
an

If

‘ond

BARGAINS
HORACE WATERS &
Mannfactureirs and Dealers.
-

BROADWAY, N. Y.

The getting ot one leads to wanting
$15, $39, or $40

combine

Street, BOS-

BABBITT'S TOILET SOAP.

ARTICLE,

Cases

with great volume of tone;
or CHURCH.
Grand,Square,

Warranted for SIX YEA Se
PRICES EXTREMELY LOW for cash. Monthly Installments received. Instruments to let
until paid for as per contract. A Liberal Dis=
count to Teachers iinisies, Churches, Schools, Lodges etc.
AGENTS WANTED.
Special inducements

HENRY A. HURLBUT, Vige-PRest
. Several are wanted in every house.

f'

Workmanship,

LOUIS FITZGERAES, PRESIDENT.

a member until a few months since, when she
transferred her membership to the ¥'. B.church
of Melvin.
The church and 8. S. have lost an
efficient worker.
Her last hours were peaceful, and gave evidence of the power of grace to
sustain, as she calmly bade adieu to husband
and two sons, one an infant, and asked those
around her to meet her in heaven.
E.G. Y.

the greatest of these was love..

LOUIS FITZGERALD.
GEORGE D, MORGAN.
WHLIAM SLOANE.
.
GEORGE H. STUART,
HENRY M. ALEXANDER,
JAMES M. HALSTED. .
WILLIAM HENRY SMITH.
RICHARD IRVIN, JR.
ALANSON TRASK.
ELBERT B. MONROE.

ue French

8

‘AR.

DIRECTORS.

. No, 229-Broadway Room 53,

and others.

WAT

MODE OF INVESTMENT FOR EXEC
TORS AND TRUSTEES. .
;

of every machine.

lawyers

New

INTEREST. =
IT SECURES EVERY INVESTMENT BY
FIRSTIMORTGAGE ON IMPROVED REAI
ESTATE.
IT AFFORDS A SAFE AND TRUSTWORIH)
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suitable for PARLOR
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: THIS COMPANY PAYS SEVEN PER CENT. |-

Indicator.

Sd,

PUR

GAPITAL, $2,000,000.

New York,
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& COTTAGE
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designs,
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for

CO., 154
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Tension ana

isting,) procured

CENTENNIAL Chimes,

Do not

made.
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with opinions of more
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the Methodist church, of which she continued

and

.
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WATERS’ ORCHESTRION chime

with most important improve-

GAN

Felts.

Patentee and Manufacturer, Established 18,

EASY PAYMENTS. ions oroeniss
AMLIN

Lining

H. W. JOHNS, 87 Maiden Lane,

PIANO-HARP CABINET ORGAN

8S. M. Co.,

688 Broadway,

ost.

Y

and

(sent free).

a Mason

ments

Price List, &c.

Willcox & Gibbs

Sheathing

take any other. Dealers get LARGER COM-
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PACKING.

Asbestos Boards, Paper, Thread, Cloth,

po Bey

Solo and
Com!
Etagere and other Cases of new

MACHINE.

Send Postal Card for Illustrated

»

by Rev. George Hackett

N

AUTOMATIC

early exchanged warfure for glorious victory.
Patience was strongly exemplified
through
her painful illness. In childoood she was bereft of her father; later in life of her mother.
Her home was with her grandparent in Dover,
where she spent her useful years in attending
school and teaching.
She experienced religion
when quite young, was baptized and joined

baptized

Centennial.
WILLCOX & GIBBS

CIRCULAR,

on having

STEAM

These articles are ready for use, and can be easilffapplied
by any one. Send for Samples, Pamphlets, Price
etc,

. MISSIONS for selling inferior organs, and for this
reason often
try very hard to sell something else.

Received Highest Honors conferred at
;

ONIAL

INSIST

Gives a splendid gloss and finish to all starched
goods, making them WHITER AND CLEARER
than wax or anything else, and prevents the iron
from sticking. Trial bottle free, not by mail).
Put up in 4 oz. bottles, price 15c.
Sold by Grocers and Druggists.
A.I. MATHEWS & Co., 85 Murray Street, N. Y.

came with her husband to Chester, and became
an efficient member of the F. B. church. * She
was a woman of more thau ordinary endowments, which she used in a noblé manner as a
Christian toiler. When the call was made for
teachers for Freedmen, she mere than willingly left a home of comfort to engage in the work
of the good Samaritan.
R. E. ANDERSON.

by Rev.

ASBESTOS

Indestructible, self-lubricating, flat, and round, all sizes.

- Fire=Proof Paints and Coatings, Cement
for Steam=~Joints, Acid and Cas Reto
Leaky Roofs, &c.
Roof Paint,

Awarded

rns

Feiner

2

‘LIQUID STARCH GLOSS.

in

hl

than One Thousand

MATHEW’S

MRS. Louisa F. JOHNSTON, widow of the
late Hermon Johnston, and sister of the Rev.
D. Miller, died in Chester,.Q., Nov. 10. She
was born in 1814, and at the age of 12 she

life, ‘was baptized

BEST

FURNITURE.

;
Hlustrated cataloguesof Furniture,
10 cts. post-paid. Illustrated Catalogues of Banners and Decoration, 10 cts. post-paid.

impart rich instruction and wise ‘counsel ‘to
younger Christians.
His words, ever carefully chosen, were always listened to with
deep interest. In August, 1873,he was called
to part with his companion, with whom “he
had spent about sixty-four years ia the most
rfect connubial felicity, and the winter folowing he buried his
son, a man of high
attainments, beloved and respected by all who
[| new him,who was cut down in the prime of life.
After these trying events, he was at times extremely lonely, but resigned, and, like the ripe
fruit ready to fall, soon
passed away.
He
leaves two sons and one
daughter to mourn
his departure.
DAVID RICE BARTLETT.

ion in early

NLT in ¥Fad

walnut, etc., from $1.50 to $6 each.

the divine life; and as he advanced in years,he
rew in grace, and seemed ripening for glory.

.

uismatirs

J. & R. LAMB, 59 Carmine 8t.,N. Y.
| Pulpits, Communion Tables, Chairs,
'l ete., for chureh use—constantly in
I". | stock at reasonable prices.
Silk 8S, S..Banners in colors and
gold $5. Collection dishes in carved

F. Baptist church, giving all his aid and’ influ.

any others,

BOILER

The ch
:
:
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wio~preved
waporio {owl
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a perfect insulator for hair felts, rendering them indestructible.

wo DIPLOMA OF HONOR +=
VIENNA, 1873; PARIS, 1867.

d

8
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ved
b
Dyoks. ins, to

etc.

church and community. But by deaths and
other causes the chorch
subsequently lost its
visibility.

ASBESTOS STEAM-PIPE
OVERINGS.

UNEQUALED 225; UNARPROACAED

in capacity and excellence

$5
to $205"ay athome. Samples 1y49
worth |
land Maive.

a_faithful testimony,

prominent

field, LY

; UT
A
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{

township. Soon after his settlement in Greensburg, a Uongregationalist eburch was organized, of which he and his ¢ompauion becume
members, and being good singers, and humble

Christians, ready to bear

y

MASON & HAMLIN

IMMENSELY—THE

price
complete, richly illustrated, low
The emly
work, 750 pages only, $2.50. Treats of the
entire history, grand’ buildings; wonderful exhibits; curiosities, great Jays, etc. The best chance
of 100 years to coin money fast as everybody
wants. this work. ped agents appointed first
four weeks; 5,000
wanted.
Kor full particulars address quickly, HUBBARD BROS.
Pabs.,

His paréuts,who

received all the kindness and tender care thut
a devoted son and daughter-in-law could be-

died at the age of fourteen years, rejoicing

X

"CENTE
NNIAL EXPOSITION . CABINET ORGANS.
DESCRIBED AND ILLUSTRATED,

in the

wilderness, his nearest meighbor being
miles distant. By untiring perseverance

and united with thé F.B. church, re.
rate of 50,000 francs a month. The pro- Copp,
maining a worthy member until her death.
prietor is going to persuade her to.remain As a faithful Christian wife and mother, she
as long as possible.
=
was excelled by few, if any, while her genial,
It is asserted that the chief manager of loving spirit bound her family and numerous
to her with strong affection. Although
a private Lorvon bank receives a salary friends
ber sufferings were great, she bore them pa-

of $150,000

- CAUTION—-Beware

put up In similiar
| Package of the genuine

of Musi-

J.CHURCH&CO., Publishers,

und

had comé to his death ‘‘by an unknown
MRS. ABBIE L., wife of Orlando Richardson,
died. in Melvin, Nov. 20, aged 27 years.
A
wagon.”
{ confiding friend, a faithful Christian,an affec“Is your voice a sophomore ?” inquired tionate wife and praying
mother
has thus

bats

durabilityand cheapness, trul

PALMER'S fae
THEORY OF MUSICAE Kport

inviolate.
The territory set apart for
martial purposesis to be fitted up with stow, remained with them until they were
to their reward at about the ages of ninethe most complete contrivances both to called
ty and ninety-seven years. ‘Duuring
the wioter,
kill and cure; there is to be a training of
1824, he was called to part with his eldest
school for nurses, a college for surgeons; daughter, one ot earth’s fairest flowers, who

quirer.

he OF beauty of polish,

$e unio, sumsa yy ? OT 0

and privations, but by untir-

and

. Schools, etc. B
Ing, Price $7.50

GOSPEL HYMNS Te tg
SACRE D SONGS | as sansnd
er hundred;
:

his Jarents; emigrated to Brompton; Canada
Kast,
the country being an almost unbroken wilderness. They consequently endured almost

untold

veg

bly known. ' About the year 1812, during

J

in the ranks of fame. He wag not an daughter of a quack doctor, her golden
inventor,
nor even an originator
‘of great ‘guineas having been derived from the:
Lnoterprises. His greatness was in his sale of patent pills, He broke off the]
Power to obtain control of what others
hud built. No man ever surpassed him

insire

ISH.
SUtyN isSTadOVoyEForePOL
THE—. RISINGof Beau
ver.”

Bdvertisgments,

build up or break down great bankin £ | house hecame the traveler's home, und, by his
houses at pleasure, he was most assuredly genial nature and the accomplished manners of
his companion,they became widély nnd favoraone of the great mey of his times.

complete skeleton, and a leather traveling
OORNELIUS VANDERBILT.
bag in a Very oud condition, containing
* This is the opinion of the Boston Zrav- papers so deteriorated by wet that the,
eller in regard to the character of Mr. writing could not be deciphered. . A conVanderbilt:
i
j
jecture is formed that this is the balloon in
Commodore Vanderbilt ' was in some, which Price ascended during the siege of
respects one of the most remarkable men Paris; being the only one that was not acof his generation. It is true that he was counted for.

when. political matters

iladel-

duty.

any spiritual’ food he might receive,
though he might often find it, but from a
sense of duty. He Rad no idea- that he

Ban-

helps
n the

feel-

service, He owed to society friendly and
helpful intercourse. He owed it to himself (and himnself included the family, and
was only another name for it,) to be
prosperous, well-dressed, well mannered,
- dignified, healthy and happy.
No doubt
ever crossed his mind that he was actuated in all his life by the highest motive
that it was possible for mortal. man t® en- |

ciety, :

quar:

hearing,

upon the subject. Duly wasa great word
which covered all the actions of his life.
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ime;
rship
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tain.

pub-
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deed, his mind

nsult
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sight,

had a sense of ‘duty to God, society and
himself,
Which was the strongest, it
never occurred to him to question.
In-

racy,
nauy

chil-

Dr,

try, it-was rendered, not from any love
he bore her, but from a sense of duty. He

pston

price’

Minturn,”

with his labor, he felt liké staying at
home from a prayer-meeting of his church,
he attended it from a sense of duty.
If
his feeble ward needed his persoual minis-

just

onar:

‘Nicholas

ing,—and added
to these, and more im.portant than all these, the sense of duty.
If he had no appetite for his breakfast,
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five,— taste,
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from
Wm.
New
onary

is

Holland's new Story ia Scribner's Monthly :
Mr. Benjamin
Benson was a man possessed of six senses. He had the ordinary

cent
per.

to exert in this

Their attire consisted of a brown-gray
gabordine of some
- coarse material between duffel and - frieze, reaching nearly
to the heels, a cap
not unlike that
worn by Américan soldiers during the
late war, a pair of trousers of thick baize-

will not attend stoutly to this business,

au-

the

missionary societies are helping yon, and
are ready to help more, if'you will help
them. The colleges West and South will
work for you, and will invest in your behalf. . You can work and give for yourself
in these and other ways, if you have a
you do not.

M.

by

Phe of

hor worn a

5 Of

was enabled

then,

Take hold, then, and strengthen these
foundations, if you wish to save something for your posterity. : Give and labor
to save. Nothing will be safe while masses of the people anywhere, -of any color
or race orreligion, are ignorant and blind,
prejudiced and passionate. Your. money

$

mind to.
ler,

he

Judged.

filled with soldiers were a prominent
feature at all the railroad stations. Many
of the carriages were without seats, mere
freight or cattle cars, and the soldiers
were obliged to stand, kneel or squat
during their long journey. They were
mostly men of between 20 and 23 years
of age, strong, powerful looking feliows

sonal.

nn of

season.

out the full absurdity of this time-honored
method of settling international diffictalties.
He proposes that some neutral territory
‘be set aside by-the European powers, and
devoted entirely to bloodshed.
All fighting is 10 be confined to the official com-

of history, that these three

PARTICULAR NoTicE!
obituaries published ‘in the
who do not patronizé it,
them with cash equal to ten
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A good mode of
To Fasten A Horse.
fastening a horse in a stall isthe English
one of attaching a light weightto the end of
the halter, and allowing it to run up-and
down the manger which should always be
By ‘this arboarded from the floor up,
rangement thé horse enjoys sufficient liberty, and yet has: no chance of getting
cast by stepping over his halter.
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